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ABSTRACT
The study presents investil:!3tions on different 3S(M.-'CIS of \·jhrntion 't..-chnKlucs fur cmd;
detection in welded T-joints; it inc:orporau:!t cxperimcnlal testing. finite clement :malysi."_ syst,'m
identification and model updating procedures in developing a methodology fur dctl'Clin~ ,Ilk!
quantifying fatigue cracks in plated T-joints. The experimental study mcasun...d mod:l! parameter
changes that occur in a strucrure as a fatigue crack grows in the critical region of plated T-juillls.
The finite element model was generated and refined hy comparing the frcl/ucnt:)' rCS]l{lIlSC
functions (FRFs) obLained from the finite element (FE) model and the intact cxpcrimclll:llmodct.
Finally, combini~g the experimental and finite element results ami utilizing a mood Ulklatlug
procedure a methodology was developed to find out the location, length and depth tlf Ihe crack
al different intervals of fatigue crack growth; the methodology used the correlation hclwl.'Cll the
finite element and experimental frequency response functions. Local strain frequency respOll'\C
funclions. which are very ~nsilive to cracking, were used as !he objeclive function... in the mudel
updating procedure. Perturbalion based updating pnx:edure, which incrementally mllllirll'." the
design paramelers (i.e. crack !ocatK-n. length and depth) at every iteration, was used III minimi7.c
the error in FRFs belween the experimemal and finill: element models. Changes in strain mudc
shapes were used 10 delennine the approximate location of the: crack initially; SUhliClJUent
eslimation of crack profile was carried out utilizing model updating procetlure and using line
spring (crack) elements to model the crack.
The crack location, length and depth measured from five expt:rimental T-juint specimen..
have been correctly identified and quamified hy this methodology. To the ituthur's hcst
knOWledge, the application of this method 10 a plate-type structure and the accunJey thai could
be achieved have never been investigated in the published literature so far. At the conclusion til"
this study, a promising method for crack detection is provided. It is hclicved that this will help
in Ihe further development of new vibration-based NDE tethniques for industrial application...
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Cracking and Crack Detection in Structures
Many structures are subjected to repeated regular/irregular cyclic loadings: parts of these
structures will IIt:velop cracks after certain service life. For instance, offshore structures are
subjccted 10 repeated loadings due [0 ocean waves which impose a large number of cyclic
stresses: under these varying cyclic stresses fatigue cracks develop at critical welded jUlICtions
of offshore structures. The cracks should be detected at an early stage SO as to prevent them
from developing into large cracks that would produce a catastrophic failure of the structure.
Therefore the prediction. delet:tion and monitoring of cracks in structures have been the
subject of intensive investigations during recent years. lis importance is shown in the strict
guidelines enforced in the design of structures and structural components, as well as on the
maintenance and in-silu repair carried out on structures for maximum effectiveness at minimum
cost. Many theoretical and experimental slUdies of the behaviour of structures with cracks have
been carried out to develop a feasible methodology. Thousands of theoretical and experimental
studies have been carried out in the allied area of fatigue and fracture mechanics. Meanwhile,
many techniques have already been developed 10 quantify cracking and damagc in ~lruCIUl'l:5.
such as acoustic emission. magnetic panicle inspection. altcma(in~/direct current fielu
measurement. eddy current measurement. ultrasonics. radiographic examinatiull. cte.
The Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques. lisll'd above. havc ,lllr.ll:tcu the
attention of many investigators for utilizing them in monitoring 3ml uctc.:c.:liul1 llf c.:r<lcks
developed in operating slntctures. Each of these methods has its own adval\t,lgc~ ;lIIU
disadvantages. New techniques are being developed 10 meet the rcquiremc.:nts llr mouern
structures operating in more severe environments. Among these newly c.:merging tcdmiLJucs. lhc
procedure for modal analysis and testing is being explored by many researchers hl determinc
whether it can be used as an efficient technique for crack monitoring and detcction.
1.2 Scope of the Prescnt Stud)'
The physical propenies of any structure can be expressed in lenn of its mas.~. stiffness
and damping. Any crack/damage that occurs in the structure will cause changes in these physical
properties; and these changes will be reflected in the change of dynamic characteristics of the
strucrure such as natural frequertCies. mode shapes. displacements. strains/stresses ,lIId damping.
A number of studies have already been carried out to investigate the sensitivities of Ihese
parameters to cracking in a structure. Early studies on vibration crack detection have focused
on the changes in natural frequencies due to damage in the structure. Certain limitations have
been observed in this approach, viz., (i) Changes in natural frequencies due to damage arc tOll
small; (ii) Crack sizing bccomc~ quite difficult: aJKl (iii) It is nOt easy to locate the damage in
the S!ructure. Ra:ently other parameters. which are more sensitive to cracking in the structure.
have Ix:en investigated. Also, the fast growth of computer technology has made the finite
clement analysis method more accurate in tenns of m,Jdelling the structure; comequentl)'.
matching the experimental results with the finite element analysis results in moolll 'Space is easier
to achieve. Tilis study investigates the sensitivities of the dynamic characteristics of a structure
to erdck development so as to develop a new technique to monitor, detect and locate cracks or
damages in structures, especially in offshore structUres, Model updating procedures whicll
combine the expcrimemal and analytical results (based on finile clemen! analysis) will be used
10 quantify cracking in Slructufes. Not only the location, but also the length and depth of crack
would be delennined for plate-type structures (in this particular snldy, plated T -joints were
examined).
More specifically the following goals have been planned for tllis study:
Develop a methodology, based on frequency response function approach, to detect,
quantify and locate fatigue or any other type of damage in a plate-type structure.
ii) Carry out modallesting of fatigUing plated T-joints, acquire experimental data on crack
growth and its developmetlt, and identify the characteristic features of their dynamic
responses.
iii) Carry out a finite element modal analysi$ and $tructural dynamic modification $(\ lll<l! till'
elperimental and analytical ~ults of the study could I'M: corrcluted to millimi7.c tll1.' mcan
square error between experimen!al and analytical results: thereatkr. ;I rcfinell finite
elemen! model would be obtaincd.
iv) Use the penurbation based approach in model updating procedure [0 detenninc the extell1
and location of the crack. An updating algorithm based on minimizing the least squ"rc
error between experimental frequency response functions and analytical frelluem:y
response funcLions of a structure with a crack, will hl.' developed, and predictcd valucs
compared with measured experimcntal ones to detennine lite effectivcllc$s of the
methodology developed in this thesis.
1.3 Organization of the thesis
The research study reported in this thesis contains three parts, viz., (i) Experimcntal
study; (ii) Analytical study (finite element analysis); and (iii) Model updating procedure, which
combines both the experimental and analytical results, and gives the final predicted valuc.~. The
thesis is written in the following fonnat: Chapter 2 gives a revicw of the relevant studies c,lrricd
QUt by otller researchers in the area. Chapter 3 is devoted to basic theories needed to carry nut
the thesis research. They include the hasic theories or finite element analysis, basic theories of
modal analysis and testing, and basic theories required for model updating procedure. Chapter
4 discusses the experimental studies on plated T-joints, which include th:: experimental sci up
for fatigu~ and modal tesling, and the results of modal testing of seven r-joints. Chapter 5
includcs the results of finite elemen! analysis. and the model updating procedure. In this chapter,
experimental and analytical results are combined. and the final predictions of the location and
Client of the crdck are presented and compared with the measured crack profiles. Finally. in
Chapter 6, condusiott'i obtained from this study aod recommendations for funher studies are
givcll.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Nondestructive Evaluation and Damage Detection in Structures
The detection of cracks in components of structures in service is imponoLnI to ensure
integrity since these cracks can propagate and cause sudden failures. Such fHilures can he very
costly in tenns ofhurnan life and propeny damage. Therefore nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
techniques are widely used for damage detection. Some of the commonly used techniques ;\TC
acoustic emission. magnetic particle inspection. alternating/direct current field measurement,
eddy current method, ullrasonics and radiographic measurements. Each of these techniques h1lS
its own advantages and disadvantages. The U~e of most of the well known NDE tcchni<lucs rnay
become inconvenient under certain situations due to the need for the investigator to have access
to the component under operating condilions. Therefore a newly emerging technique using the
vibrational characteristics of structures via modal analysis has heen recently cnnsillerctJ hy many
researchers for damage detection.
2.2 lJama~c Oetl'ction Using Vibrational Characteristics
Th~ physi~al propcrtic.~ of any structure can be expressed in term of its mass. s[ifi"n~ss
and dampins. Aoy crack or damage that ocwrs in the structure will cause changcs in these
physical propcnies: and these changes will be reflecled in changes of the dynamic characleristics
of lhc struClure. such as natural frequencies, mode shapes. damping ratios, modal amplitudes.
clc. The numerous melhods developed for damage/crack detection in a structure using vibration
ll.:chniquc5 during tlte past 25 years differ only in the techniques used to detect and quantify
changes in the modal response, and the method for relating such changes to physical damage in
the structure. Doebling et a1. (1996) have summarized lhe research studies pUblished during lhe
p;ls125 years, dividing the investigations into two pan:. (309 references). The first p;ln discusses
various methods that have been developed and the philosophy and methodology behind eacb of
them. They include:
(I) Frequency change method. which consists of calculating the damage parameters. e.g.,
crack lenglh and/or location. from the frequency shifts;
(2) Mode shape change method, consisting of examining the cbanges of mode shapes due
10 the crack/damage oflhe struclUre;
(3) Mode shape curvature or strain mode shape change method. consisting of examining
changes in these modal parameters due to the presence of crack/damage in a structure;
(4) Methods based on measured ncxibilitJ. which usc the measured nexihilit~· matrix to
estimate changes in the static behaviour of the structure. Typically, damage is detL'\:I~d
using flexibility matrices hy comparing the llcxihility m,llrk~'s pI' ttll' d:nl1:.~el1 Slrmtun:
to those of the undamag.ed structure. via" finite delllCIlI \If ,malyt;c:ll lllndcl:
(5) Malrix updating methods. This class of methods is h:lsed on the nllluitieatlllil ut
structural model matrices such as mass. stiffness. and damping. to rcprmJuce r~'sullS as
closely as possible to the measured static or dynamic response Ill' the stnu;tllrc. These
methods solve for the updated malrict:s lur pet1urhation III the nominal model which
produces the updated matrices) by forming a constrdined oplimizmiull prohlcm hascu ell!
the structural equations of motion, the nominal model. ,tnd the me<lsun.:d uata. The
methods use a common basic SCi of equations, amJ the differences in Ihe variutls
algorithms result from the objective function to he minimi1.cd. conslraints pl:ll:eu 011 the
problem, and the numerical scheme used to implement the uplimizllliun:
(6) Nonlinear methods which examine the nonlinearity associateu with Ihe erOlek opening
and closing;
(7) Sensitivity methods. Several sensitivity malrices were derived in these cl<lsS of methods.
The damage (normally represented in thl: rt:duction of an clement or tile magnitude nl
one of the stiffness matrices) was related to the changes of certain parameters, such OI.~
natural frequency or damping. By examining these changes (e.g. chang',:.~ in nalur.Ll
frequency) through the sensitivity matrix. the location of damage can be identified.
Of these seven methods. onl~ the first three methods have been applied {O complex
suucturcs such as plates. shells. bridges. offshore platforms. etc. The remainder of the methods
have hecn dcvelopt:tJ and vcrifictJ using simple structures such a~ trusses. beams and frames.
The .second pan of their review paper has list("d various field/laboralory studies carried
out for dcvcloping a damage detection methodology using vibration techniques. The kind of
struclures which have been tested include: (1) Metal and concrete beams: (2) Trusses: (3) Plates;
(4) SI1I;:lIs; (5) Bridges: (6) Offshore platforms; (7) Other large civil engineering structures:
(8)Aerospacc structures; (9) Machinery; and (10) Composites. Most of the methods in this pan
ut' their review have used monitoring changes in natural frequencies. damping ratios. and mode
shapes.
Another study which carried out a similar detailed investigation of the various vibration·
hased pr<x.1.'dures for crack dt:tt:ction and monitoring (178 references) was reponed by Ryner
(1993), I-Ie also carried out experimental studies on beams besides carrying out detailed
numerical investigation of a few of the limed procedures. He has classified the various available
melhodologies into level one (detection). level two (localization), level three (assessment) and
level four (details of available safety limits) methods. More detailed examination of some of
thcSl.' methods arc presented below.
2.2.1. Monitoring of changes in modal parameters
Adams. et al. (1978) eX<lmined a method hy which d:nn<lge in it slrueture elm he
idemified from changes in the resonant frequencies. Shahrivar ;md Bouwkamp (19861 determined
the narural frequency shifts in an offshore struclUre due to Ihe presence of uamilges in struelllral
elements. Modal testing of an offshore framed platfonn model. with grossly cra<.:kcu structuml
members (severed members), was perfonncd ,md a reduction in niltunll fre4ucncics lmd incrcilse
in strueNral responses were reported.
Springer et al. (1991) reported that a boxbeam structure was huilt and tcstcd at the
Marshall Space Flight Centre (MSFC) for lhe purpose of evaluating thl' ability of the motlllitest
to detect the presence of structural faults in space flighl hardware. A finite clement model of this
structure was also d~veloped and use<! to simulate the modal test results. The results of the lillite
element analysis compared favourably with the tcst data. Nu further results were presentcd in
the paper.
Gomes and Silva (1990 and 1991) and Silva and Gomes (1992) conductcd a scric.~ Ill"
studies using modal analysis for craek identification in simple structures. Mod;ll tests uf
cantilever beams wilh increasing fatigue crack depths at different location.~ were performed. Thr:
influence of a lumped mass, which was attached 10 the structure (to simulate lite end loads fill
the structure), was also studied. The main modal parameters that were monitored were the
natural frequencies of Ihe vibrating beams. A series of nondimcnsiunal curves and t.ahles
10
depkting the changes in natural frequencies for ~arious depths of the crack. location of the
crack, and lumped masses were presented. Use of these tables and figures would give the
prohable depth and location of the crack in an cantilever beam. The method has only been tested
Ulll.kr labordlory conditions arKl necds more detailed studies for application to more complex
Richardson and Mannen (1991) developed modal sensitHty functions for the location of
structural faull~ due 10 a change of mass, stiffness and/or damping in stmcNral components. For
small stiffness changes, where the fault was small enough so that the mode shapes did 1101
change substantially. the authors gave the stiffness sensitivity equation as:
(2.1)
where lU~} is the modal displacement vector for the klh mode, (dK} is the change in the
stiffness matrix for the structure, w" is lhe frequency of the damaged structure. and ~ is the
frequency of undamaged structure. Using this equation. when the change in MlUral frequency
of kth mode and the corresponding model vectors are also known (where k= I, ... , n, n being
the number of modes considered), the corresponding change in stiffness can be obLilined. and
vice-versa. Normally cracks in the strucCUre lend to reduce the stiffnes." of the struccure.
Consequently when a structure is cracked. a natural frequency reduclion is predicted. For mass
and damping changes, similar sensitivity equations were derived in [heir paper. The method uses
changes in natural frequencies alone for crack detection. These changes would be tOO small in
a cumplcx structure to correctly identify the stiffness changes dK.
11
Srubbs and Osegueda (1990) also derived expressions for changcs in modal stirrrn:ss ill
terms of modal masses. modal dampings-o dgenfrequcl'ldcs and t:igcTI\·ectors. Fmm malrix
structural analysis. sensitivity matrices which relatc variation.~ in stirrno..'SSCs of structur.r.1
elements 10 !he variations in modal stiffnes.ses wen: generated. Thus by c:u.mining.thc ch..m~L'"
in modal parameters such as natural frtqoency and damping through thc scn.~ilivity matrix. till'
localion and Ute magnitude of the damage can be detected. A case study of a simply sUPflurled
beam was presented in their paper, antJ good results were achieved. This Illcthtxl requires thc
calculation of the variation in stirrness, which limits its application to morc eumph:x SlructUrl.:s.
Most researchers have stated that damages in structures reducc the nalural frcqucncics
(Boebling et al.. 1996); consequently by knowil:!g Ihe changes in natural frt:qucncics. it is
possible to determine the :xtent of cracks or damages in a structure. However it is dilfrcuh lu
detennine the location of the crack by this procedure sirx:e cracks at two differcnl Itlcalit1ll~.
associated with eenain crack lengths or depths. may cause the same amount of fn:qucncy shirt
at cenain modes. Hearn and Testa (1991) have pointed out that the magnitudes of changes for
different natural frequencies is a function of the severity and location of tlefcel" in the struclure.
Therefore ratios of changes in natural frequencies. normalized wilh rc.,·qx:cl 10 tlte largcst
frequency change, are independent of severity for small naws and can he utili7.ed tel indicare Ihe
defect locations directly. The theory was based on the conccpt that a singlc crack will affl..-ct e,ldl
Yibration mode differently, having a strong effect on cenain modes and a weaker effect on
others. This dissimilarity of effect on various modes (since it Clln tx: predictcd) is the basis for
the identification of damaged members. The procedure was stated as follows: Naturdl vihratiun
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frequencies arc to be measured periodically; when changes in natural frequencies are measured,
thc sct of ralios of changes are computed and compared with the various member characteristic
ratio ensemhlcs obtained from the equation:
(2.2)
where ll.w; and AWj are the changes orlhe natural frequency of ilh andjth modes. respectively,
due to cracking; ttl arc the Nth member deformations and have the following relationships with
ui.~[lI:H:emenl modc shapes and stiffness/mass matrices of the whole structure:
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
where tPi is the ith displacement mode shape, M the mass of the structure, K the stiffness matrix
of the whole structure and kN the stiffness of Nih member. The location of crack is detennined
hy selecting the member characteristic ensemble that most closely matches the observed ratios
uf frequency changes. This method can identify the localion of cracked members of the
structure. This method is more suitable for a truss-type stroccure where kN is easy 10 define.
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Pandey et al. (1991\ used change:;. in curvature modI: shapes w ul:tennine the loc:ltim\\lf
the damage. They cx.amined a cantilever beam and a simply supported hc'UII. lnstt'ad Ill'
displacemem mode shapes. curvature mode shapes werl: calculalL'd. Ahsolute ditTcrcllccS I1ctwt'en
the curvature mode shapes for the intact and the damaged heam were calculated. The lar~est
differences occurred at the damaged point. Therefore thcy stated that ahstllute differenct's til' tltt'
curvature mode shapes between the intact and tlte damaged structures could be used til indicate
the location of damage in the structure. Obtaining lhe curvature mode shapes ill a C1l111111el>
structure is difficult. if not impossible. Also. the cxtcm ofdamagc in a structure Cilnl10l he found
by Ihis method.
Recently a study concerning both the severity and location of cracks in offshore structurt's
was carried out by Swamidas and Chen (I992). They used strain gauges in l\lm!;ll testing.
monitoring both the global and local changes in frequency and amplitUde of str:lin frequency
response functions. Also they carried out a finite element analysis for the modal response Ill' Ihe
structure and determined !he frequency response functions for displacements and accelerations
The results showed Ihat local surface strain frequency response function.~ were very sensitive lCI
thc presence of cracking in the structure and was strongly recommended for the detection of
cracking in structures. This method can give an approximate indication of cracking in the
structure. Funher investigation is needed to find out more accurate location and eXlenl Ill'
cracking in a structure.
As pointed out in the previous paragraph, modal strains arc very sensitive \(J local
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llamage. Chen ami Swamidas (J993) conducted an cxperiment whieh showed that the amplitude
of the strain frequency re~ponse function near the crack zone decreased considerably when the
cmck size increasell. They reponed that in the main column of a tripod tower platform model.
with a lliameter of 300 mm anti a Ihickness of 3 mm. the amplitulle of Ihe local slrain FRF at
the firsl resonant frequency decreased by more than 60% when the crack became a through
crack, with a crack lenglh to circumference ratio of 1110 (actual length 90 mm).They used
accelerometers, linear variable displacement transducers (LVDn, and strain gauges in their
experiment. They proposed a procedure 10 deteci cracks in offshore structures from global
sensors. such asaceeJcrometers. 10 detennineIhe natural frequency changes IhalOCf;:Ur in the
Slruf;:turc. When there is a change in the natural frcquendes of the structure, there is a possibility
Ihat a crack has staned 10 grow. Local sensors (strain gauges applied in f;:ritical areas of the
slruf;:\Ure) are then monilOred to find the location and magnitude of the crack. Later. Chen (1993)
carried OUI a systematic theoretkal study of the behaviour of a plale with a small growing
surface f;:rack using the finite elemem method, including static, steady slate. resonam and
lr.lOsicnl response analyses. By comparing the sensitivity of different parameters to cracking, il
was found that besides natural frequencies of lhe structure and amplitude of the response, some
of the most sensitive paramelers to cracking were the difference of the strain mode shapes and
local strain FRFs. Again, the method can only give an indication and nollhe exteOl of cracking
in a structurt:.
111 addition to Iht: literature reviewed above, many other researchers have also carried out
studies on the behaviour of structures with cracks. Collins et a!. (1992) studied the free and
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rorced longitudinal vibn.liol1s or a l:antile\'tT bar with a I:rolck. and the !:frccl or the \:r.td.
location and compliance on the fundamental natural frequcocil:s was detenllint:d. Chondrus :md
Dimarogonas (1989) studied the change in natural rrequencil.-,; and mod~ or \·ibr.ttion or lhe
structure with a given geomelTy ror a crack. Earlier (1980). they h.'ltI invCSli~ah ..'\I th...
relationships bet~en the change in natural rrequency or vibration or a cantilever hcam and tIl\'
crack de:pth that oc:curttd at welded junctions.
From the literature reviewed above:, it can be observt:d that by moniturin~ the changes
in modal parameters, which include natural rrequencics. mode shapes, strain Illoue sh:lpes,
curvature: mode shapes. residues or amplitude or FRFs. etc., damages occurring in structures
can be: round, and the approximate location and severity or the crack can also he uttwincd. BUI
in all the reviewed literature. no method is available to locate cracking in complex structures
very accurately. that gives the location along with length and depth or a crack.
2.2.2 System tdentificationJmodel updating procedures
Doebling et al. (1993) carried out an experimental inve:oitigatiun on damage dett..'Ction or
a truss structure by a model updating procedure. ~y presented a damage dctt.'Ctioll algnrithm
based on a particular finite element updating scheme. First they expanded the experimental data
so thaI the experimental model can be describet:! in all finite element mudcl degrces-nf-rrcedorn
(DOFs). Then they used a Sensitivity Based Elemt:nt By Element (SB..EBE) updating algorithm
which relies on an unconstrained minimization nf modal dynamic rcsiuual
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(2.")
fnr m uperimcntal eigen·modes. and of sulic resKluals
(2.4b)
for n experimental sUltic modes. where K and M are the stiffness and mass matrices.
respectively; V... U. are measured mode shape matrix (expanded to have DOFs of the finile
clement model); 0.. is mth eigenvalue; and F~ is the loading for stallc defleclioncurves. Young's
modulus and density of various tross members were reduced to simulate lIle damage in the
structure.
From their paper it was shown that the algorithm worked very well for a cancilevertd
truss suucture, but had trouble locating the damage in a s~nded truss with several
concentrated masses. They believed that the reason for this was the modal complexiry of the
structure. They concluded thai the choice of modes in the modally complex structure is eritial
10 the success of the algorithm. and to detect damage in the SUUCtUre with highly localized modal
mechanics, it was necessary to consider high frequency modes as well.
Kim el al. (1995) developed' lINo-step approach to identify the location and extent of
structural damages. FirSI, 8 general area of structure damage was located by minimizing the
following function
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(:!.5a)
subject to
and
(:!.5h\
(:!.5c)
whcrc K, M are the stiffne~s and mass matrix, respectively; .p is the mod,11 m:Hrix; ,1111.1
subscripts au and td represent analytical/undamaged and test/damaged. respectively. The location
and extent of the damage can be identified by examining Kw - K...
This approach can only identify a general area ofstruclUral damage when instrumentatinll
is limited. So the second method, using a perturbation based approach. was developed IU carry
out a more detailed investigation on damage detection. The basic theory can be cxpres.~cd as
follows:
The design vector. which includes physical properties such as cross-sectional area anti
moment of inertia, is defined as:
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(2.60)
The: stale YCCIOr, which includes r~~lICies and mode shapes. is defined as
(2.6b)
Using linearpenurbation theory, the modified state vector. Y'". with respect 10 the change
in design vector ou can be approximated without solving the eigenvalue problem as,
y... yD .. lI.v" v" .. Quu (2.60)
where .,0 is the original state VeclQT calculated from the undamaged analytical model, .6v is the
change of stale vector. and Q isa sensitivity matrix. The optimal design vector, which contains
lilt: dall1ilge information of the structure, can be fouoo by iteratively minimizing ~ difference
ht.1.ween the test resullS arxl the modified analytir;al re$Clts with leaSt changes to the analytical
model:
minimize 0 • function of ['~ ~ v.] ... function of {~) (2.6<1)
where ul1 is the original design vector used in the undamaged analytical model; and v' includes
frequencies and mode shapes obtained from modallcsting of the damaged structure. The method
was successfully applied 10 deleel damaged members in a long hexagonal truss wilh total of 224
members.
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Kaouk and Zimmerman (1993) conducled an t:xpcrimem on canti!t:vt:rt:d truss stnll:lUfCS.
They developed a theory which apprOllched Ihe damage location lmd extellt in ;1 decouplcu
manner. The original finite element model and a subse:t of llIealiufe:d eigenvalues and
eigenvectors were used in this technique. First. a Ihcory wali deVeloped to dctennine the locatiun
of structural damage. With the location determined. the e;.;tem of damage was then cstilllalcd.
The damageexlent algorithm was a minimum rank perturbation proccdun:. which was Cllllsistcn!
with the effects of many classes of structural damage in a finite clement mood. Thc)' tested
fifteen damage cases. The damage was clearly located in cleven cases. In IWO cases. the d,1ll1aj!c
location was detennined wilh funher analysis. In one case, the location of damagt: WllS narrowed
down to within two struts. The location algorithm failed in one case. On the 9thcr hand. the
extent algorithm performed wcll for all cases where the damage was locatl.'tl.
Salawu and Williams (1993) compared four diffcrent methods of structural d:lll1OlgC
detection using modal analysis. A simulation analysis of a simply supported slL'C1 beam WOlS
performed using four methods. One method used changes in natural frequencies :lnd modc
shapes to locate the damage area, while the olher three methods utilizcd system
idemificationfmodel updating procedures. The authors concluded that the procedures they used
in their paper were quite anrac!ive, and the effectiveness of the three model updtlting proccdures
could have been affected by the choice of the system identification method.
The methods reviewed here were able to detect the: cracks. relatively accurately. for
truss-type structures. The severity of the damage for this kind of structure is mostly simulated
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hy cutling off one: or more members. or hy reducing the stiffness of one or more clements where
lhe crack was locau."d. II must also be poimed OIIl thaI for the location of the crack. all ttl:
methods mentioned above had to check all the clements in the stRicture. which would be very
lime consoming for I complex structure. No publication is available: in !he open lilerarure which
give.~ the 1000Iion and the accurate extent (length and depth) of crack(s) in plate-[ype snucrures.
2.3 Other Nonde.~lructivc Evaluation Ttchniques
Besides vibration techniques using modal analysis many other NDE techniques are
available for crack detection. Harris and Heyman (1993) reviewed some of the NDE procedures
that were considered in the research activities of the NASA airframe stmcNral imegrity program
for lhe aging commercial transpon Oeet. which iocluded thermal methods. ultrasonics,
radiographic methods, magnetic panicle methods and optical methods. Newton (1990) outlined
some new development of techniques for underwater inspection of offshore stnlcrure, which
iocluded eddy current system and ultrasonic methods. Rogers (1981) published a paper that
outlined the usc of acouSlK: emission method for detection and monitoring of cracks in offshore
structures. Guigne et a1. (1992) used acoustic intensity and pressure measurements for fatigue
crack detection applications.
Some of the methods memioned above are well developed, widely used and an: available
in the market (such as ultrasonics. eddy currem, magnetic particle imaging, etc.). Hundreds of
flapers haVl: been published in these areas, while the others (such as acoustic intensity
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measurements) are still undergoing development, Each of lhe~ rnelhods has ;tS (lwn :ldvamages
and disadvautages for specific applications. For example. in offshore structures. most \\1" the
methods mentioned above require divers for underwater inspection e:lch time an inspeClit\ll
becomes necessary. Another interesting renture that moS! {If thCSl· methnds have 11l Cllll\l11tlll
(except acoustic m~asurement) is that they measure the erolel,; in a static mode. 11 will he
interesting to see how the dynamic behaviour of the structure would change when cr:,d;:s uceur
in the structure, and how the detection and sizing of cracks ShOllld he carried (lut under such
context.
Another new NDE technique which is worth heing mentioned here is the
additive/subtractive decorrelated electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI). which is
undergoing development at California Institute of Technology and Nnnhwestcrn University
(Pouet. 1993). This method uses the speckle phase decorrelation between successively .~llhlmelcd
correlated speckle images. each of which contains information alxlllt the same t\':'1 s'''le~ III
defonnation of a test object undergoing vibration stressing, Bas~d on the corrcllltilm fringes
observed on the screen of the monitor. the displacement fields associated with changes in the
state of the specimen can be detennined. and thc location of cracks can be monitored directly
on the screen when discontinuity of the fringe patterns occur. This tL'Chniquc pruvidcs rCOlI time
monitoring and can show crack opening and closing on the screen. which is ilHraclive for the
better understanding of fatigue cracking in struclUrcs.
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2.4 Summar)'
During recent yc~n;. mallY investigations have been canicd OUI for cracl:. rJctcclion and
as->;o''imCnl using Vilrious Icchniques. Vibration Icchniques using modal testing and an:llysis ha~
llistl allrnctcd a 101 of ~tII.·ntion hccausr of lheir unique characteristics of investiguling the
S1ructun: in a dynamic mudc and global sense. Earlier investigations using modallesling mainl)'
fncust.'t1 on IlJluntl fn:qucncy shifts. Recently oIher modal parameters such as
lIisplaccmcnl/curvature/strain mode shapes, damping ratios and amplitudes of frequency response
funcliuns havc also been investigated as sensilive indicators 10 cracking. With the availability
nf: (i) More aCl;:urate system identifICation procedures which utilize new modal techniques: (ii)
Well developed finitc element analysis procedures and degree·of-freedom condensation
lechniques. for ffiall;:hing lhe results of finite element and experimental models; and (iii) Various
test analysislidenlification algorithms and commercial soflwares such as STAR STRUCT
(SpcL1r.Jl Dynamics. Inc.). MODAL (Hewlett·Packard Co.), LMS CADA·X (lMS
International). etc.. the diagnostics of crack detcction for pmoentivt maintenance is gaining more
anentioo.
As reviewed earlier. use of vibration techniques and model Updating procedures for crack
delcctiun is still under development. and most of Ihc available methods have been applied only
til truss- and fralTte- lype struclures. The present study as given in the subsequent chapters
cxtcm.Js this technique funher. and applies it to a plate-lype structure. A model updating
pr\lCcdul'\.'. which comhines thl.' results of experimental and finite clemen! analyses. is used 10
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identify a fatigue crack in a plated T.joilll. The study has carried OUI u dctai1l:d imp1l:mcntatilltl
of lhe procedure to a plate.type stl\leture. combining. it with the litrain mode shape ch.,ngcs fm
approximate cr.1cli: location and for accurate estimation of crack profil~"!'i (Iucation. lcuJ,:tlt. :lIId
depth). The procedure uses the cuITemly available tc:chniquc~ of sYSlt;n1 K1cmirtcatilm.
incorporating a penurbation based optimiz.allon procedurc. Sh.,llow snell c!cIHCnL'i have IX'ell
used in the finite element model, so thai the model updating procedure could he applied \11 :my
plate-type strucrure.
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CHAPfER3
BASIC THEORIES
3.1 Modal Analysis and Testing
3.1.1 Multi-Degrce-Of·Freedom (MDOF) system theory
Modal analysis deals with the method of determining basic vibnllion properties of a
l:(nenllinear structure. It is based on the concept that the structure's behaviour can be described
by a set of vibration modes: the modal model. This model is defined by a set of naruml
frrqucndes with corresponding vibration mode shapes and modal damping faclors.
For Ihe typical theoretical route 10 vibration analysis (by modal analysis), one begins with
the description of the sC!ucturc's physical characteristics. usually in terms of its mass, stiffness
and damping properties. Then an analytical modal analysis is perfonned, and the modal model
dl:lermined. Finally. the response of Ule structure 10 a given excitation is obtained.
The governing equations for vibration of the structure are expressed as:
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[MilO} • ICiM • [KIM· \F(,'} (3.1l
where (M). (C) arxl [KJ are the mass. damping and slirrnes.~ m:nr1ces. r~specli\'Cly. {U} is the
displacemem vector and F(I) is the applied time-dependent f(lf'Cc.
Applying Laplace transform to the equation:
~IMI(O} • ICI{O} • (KIM) • 2({F(,)}1
one obtains:
(3.2)
IB(,)){u(,)1 • {F(sl} • (IMls • IClIIUIO)} • (MIIOIO)I (3.3)
whe...
18(,)( • IMI" • ICI' • IKI
Rearrangement of the above equation leads 10
(3.4)
lUIs)} • IHls))({F(s)) • IIMls • ICI){U(O)} • IMI!U(oJl) (3.5)
where [H{s)) = (B(S)j-1 is called (he transfer function matrix.
For the homogeneous solution:
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1"lsIIIUM'O
The characteristic rru1ynomial equation is obtained from:
p(S) " det[S(s)] " 0
where the Laplace variable s = 0 + jw
(3.6)
(3.7)
The rOOIS s; of the characteristic equation are called eigenvalues. Substituting the
eigenvalues imo the equation of motion and solving for {U} yields the associated eigenvectors:
IBls,)IIU,I' (OJ 13.8)
where Sj is the ilh eigenvalue and Uj is the associated eigenvector. The eigenvalue Sj (or
sometimes called complex natural frequency) bas two pans: (i) tile imaginary pan which gives
the dan,ped natural frequency: (ii) the real part which gives the damping faclor.
It can be shown that modal vectors are onhagonal with respect to one another if Ihey are
weighted with respect to the stiffness malri~ IK] and mass matrix 1M]. It can also be shown that
modal vectors are orthogonal to one another if they are weighted with respect to the damping
matrix ICJ, when the damping matrix is proportional to the mass matrix and stiffness matrix (the
proponionally damped system),
Eqn. (3.1) can also be written in the modal space. The transformation from physical
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space to modal space is given by
where:
{U}; displ:lcemem of the physical degrees of freedom,
I'J: modal matrix. (41] = "I' th "" ttl.J,
{p}: displacement in modal space,
number of physical d.:grecs of freedom, and
number of modes considered in the study.
Using Eqn, (3.9), Eqn. (3, I) can be wriuen as:
IMII.IIP} • fClI.IIP! • IKlIOl{p! • {fln!
Pre.multiplying by [,fi)T, we get:
(3,111)
I.J'IMlI.IWI • I.I'ICII.JIP} • I.J'IKII.I\pl • l,w{Fe!)1 (3.IIl
For the proportionally damped system. using the orthogonality properties uf the mudal
vectors weighted with respect to the mass, stiffness and damping malriccs, one can define Ihe
diagonal modal mass matrix as:
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(3.12)
{]iagonat modal damping matrix as:
(112a)
diagonal modal stiffness matrix as:
nnd modal forre vector as:
Eqn. (ll) can be written as:
tfl.~· 14>J'{F}
(3.12b)
(3.12c)
It can be noticed that each equation is uncoupled from the olher equalion and represents an
individual modal response of the system (Ewins. 1996).
As is often Ute case for real systems, Ute damping matrix is not proportional. and thus
cannot be diagonalized as shown in the above derivation. The occurrence of non-proportional
dampins genernll)' results in eigenvalues which are either negative real. or complex with
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negative real pans. In the latter case both eigenvect{'lr~ and eigenvalues exist as C\lnju~ale pairs.
In handling cases like this a common proct:du\,\: is t(\ Ir.ll\sfonn n cl'Upkd SCC\llld \InleT
differential equations into 2n uncoupled first oruer equllliu1l5. FOTllm:Hc!Y. ill mUSl cases.
especially in steel structures, the damping values arc small, and call be treated :IS propl.1rllllllal.
In this study, the damping malrix of the plated T·joint is treated as proponimml manix
3.1.2 Frequency response function
Using Eqn. (3.5), the transfer function (HI can be express..:d as follows:
IHI·[Br'·~
DetlBl
where: [DJ: adjoint matrix of IBI
Det [BJ: Determinant of IBI
(3.14)
Since both the adjoint matrix of [BI and the dtterminant of 181 arc polynumials uf s. the
elements of [H] are rational fractions of s. Therefore, it is pmsiblc 10 represent any clement of
the transfer function matrix [Hj in 11 partial fraction form.
If it is assumed thaI the poles of the system are of unit multiplicity. and that the system
is inherently underdamped (the poles occur in complex conjugate pairs) the transfer function can
be expressed as:
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(115)
where
(115a)
(3.15b)
~,is callcd the systcm pole. and )..', is its complex conjugate; A,' is called the residue ofthc rth
mode (nr sometime it's called modal constant), and At is its complex conjugate; w, is the nh
nalural frequency; t, is the critical damping ratio of rth mode: and rp~ is an element in modal
rnatrixlr>l·
From Eqn. (3.5). assuming zero initial conrlitions, one obtains:
[H('ll' {U('lJ
!F(,)J
If the r-oorier variable s = jw. then we have:
[HOwll • {UOw)}
{FuwlJ
where [HOw)] is called the Frequency Response Function (FRF).
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(3.16l
(3.17)
The frequency response function has m"ny fonDs in lemlS ufinputll:xcilatilln) and uutpU!
(response). The traditional foons include:
(a) receptance. in lhe foon of (displacemenll/( force). wht:l':' displacement is the llutflUI.
(b) mobilily. in the fonn of (velocity)}(force). when' velocity is the outpUl.
(c) inertance. ill the fonn of (acceletationl/(forcc). where the al:cder"tiull is \lUlflll!.
Recenlly OIher fonns such as slope. curvature. strain. bcndinf,l momenlS etl: .. fler unit
applied force, have been discussed. It must be noted that in atl thes!;; cases. the inpul is the
excitation force.
Strain frequency response function
During tlle past decade, the consideralion of surface strains has been inlruduced intu
modal analysis. The strain frequency response fuoction is the transfonn function ilctwCCII (lUtPllt
(surface strain level at a certain point) and input (the excitation force) in Ihe frcCjUCllCy domain.
The derivation of the strain frequency response function using finite clement mClht)(] is t1escrihcd
as given below {Bernasconi and Ewins (1989), and Li et at. (1989)J.
Eqn. (3.9) can also be written as
.!J. "" tp,(t)~I(X'y,Z)
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0.18)
where
rrom the theory or elasticity, slmin in x-direction can be wrillen as
f.· ~ .. tP,t,(lf,y,Z)
,nd
+.~
. a,
(3.19)
(3.20)
where y" is the strain mode shape Dr nh mode in x-direction (or some times called modal strain).
Similar clfpressio~ could be w;itlen for f" f., "Y.,. "f", and "flO and can be derived in the same
way. Slmin all point should be a tensor. Bul usually only the normal strains are measured.
Using the finite element method. Slnin can be expresserl15
{,I • lAHUl '" {UI' fA)"{,} (3.21)
wh~rc IAI is Ihe main-displacement matrix. Substituting Eqn. (3.21) into Eqn. (3.1), one obtains
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whe<e
(J.:!-11
Similar to displacement. the solution of Eqn. (3.22) has 11K' form uf
where p,' is the strain modal coordin.uc.
Substituting Eqn. (3.26) into Eqn. (3.22), and prcmultiplying with hW. line ohlains
Since
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t<! • lAHUl
lncrdore
1.1 -/AII.I
"'J'lwl.J - (IAH.JI'UAr'IMIIAr'XtAJI.J)
-I./'IMII.J
-[MI_
Similarly
IWIAr'-I.J'
Rewriting Eqn. (3.27). one obtains
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(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.301
(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)
ru·n
Eqn. (3.34) is the same as Eqn. (3.13); therefore p: "" r,. which 1II1:.ms lh~ strain Illoilal
coordinate Pro is the same as the displacement modal coordinale r, definl:d in seclioll 3.1.1.
Similar to displacements, if one assumes fell "" {F}ei-', the solution of Eqn. (3.22\ has lhc form
of
(3.35)
where
Then the strain transfer function
[H'j'l;Ol[Y,]IW
r1.36)
(1.37\
As in displacement. the strain transfer function can also he expressed in tlte folluwing fnrm
(3.38)
where Ali" "" if,lbjr is lheresidue.
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3.1.3. Modal parameter extraction
Frequency n:sll0n.'iC function of a SUlJC1Ure can be obtained experimemally by measuring
In.: cxcitation input ar.d lhe response output at various points of interest. The fundamental
expression u.c;ed in thl: derivation of FRFs was given in Eqn. (3.17). This sta:es that an FRF is
the complex ratio of respon.c;e OUlput 10 fon:e input in the frequency domain. 1lH.:n: are several
fnnnats which can be used in the derivation of the FRF. Each of these has a specific strength
in terms of noise reduction. "The three mer.hods defined below are: the Hj Estimator, the H~
Estimator, the H) Estimator (SDRe, 1990).
The HI uses cross spectrum of response arxl force to the autospectrurn of force,
H (w) ..~ .. GfU(w)
I F'T GFF(w)
This method minimizes the effect of noise in response output.
(3.39)
TIle H! is defined as the ratio of the autospectrum of response to the cross spectrum of
force and response,
(3.40)
This estimator reduces the effcct of noise present in input signals while computing the FRF.
The H, is the avcrage of HI and Hlo
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H,t"') - H.(w)
HJ(",l ~ --,-"- (3.4ll
The~ a~ some other estimators. which minimize lhe innuence of ooisc in holh invut and output
signals. Onr: of them is called lL (SDRe. 1990).
From Ihese FRFs, modal paramelers such as natural frequencies, damping ratios, ami
mode shapes can be extracted. The tedmiques thai art widely used, nlOSt sui13blc fur lil!hlly
damped and well separated modes. are peak searching, polynomial and circle fitting tcchniqucs.
Some other methods such as complex exponemialtechnique. Ibrahim time dnmain appl'll:ll:h,
polyreference technique, etc. are more suitable for clO'..ely coupled modes or he:lYily damp~'d
structures (Allernang, 1993). The theories for !he Uutt curve filling techniques, namely, (lC"k
searching, polynomial and curve fitting fedmiques. a~ dc5cribed in Appendix I.
3.2 Fmite Element Mtthod
3.1.1. General equations of finile e1crnent analysls
Consider the equilibrium of a general three·dimensional body such as that shuwn in
Figure 3.1. The external statical forees acting on the body (shown in Figure 3.1) arc surfate
tractions fS, body forces (I and concentrated forces Fl. These fotecs have thrl.'t: cumponcnts
corresponding to the three coordinate axes:
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Figure: 3.1 General three-dimensional body (rrom Bathe. 1982)
The displacements or the body. as shown in Figure 3.1. are U where
UT ::: {U VWj
The strains com:5pI}nding 10 U are,
and tilt: slr~ss~s are
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(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
Applying the principle of virtual displacements. the 10lal internal virtual \\'\lrk \lone is equal U1
the lotal external virtual work: hence we have.
where t and ii arc lhe vinual strains and virtual displacements.
In finite element analysis the body shown in Figure 3.1 is tre:lleu lIS llll asscmhl:lgc IIf
discrete finite elements with the elements being interconnecled at the nodal points un the clement
boundaries. The displacements measured in a local cool\linatc sySlcm X.y.z within cach c1e11lellt
are assumed to be functions of displacements at Ihe N nodal points. Therefore. for elelllt:t\t III
we have (Bathe. 1982)
u(m)(x,y,Z) " NI""(X,y.z)ir (3.47)
where N1m) is the displacement interpolation matrix. and D is a veclOr (If the three glohal
displacements Vi, Vi and Wi at all nodal points.
13.48)
or we can write more generally
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(3.49)
The strain distributions within the clement now can Ix: detennined from
(3.501
whcrcA1m)isthcstrain-displacementmatrix.
The stresses in an element are related to the element strains and the element initial
stresses, using lhc following equation.
(3.51)
where elm) is the elasticity malrix of element m and t(<B) are the element initial stresses.
Rewriting the Eqn. (3.46), one obtains
~ Jv..rmlTrOlldVlml " ~ JV'~ijlmlT£9lmldVlmt .. ~ Js~,US(OlltfSl"ldSI"1
't EUITFi
(3.52)
where m = 1.2..... k and k is the number of elements. Ifwe substitute Eqns. (3.47) - (3.51)
into Eqn. (3.52), one obtains
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jj'[~ j,....."C'.'A'.'dY'.'] (,. C [l~ j,..N'""'I''"''dY'.'!
-IL J.N'·"r'""dS'""\
"' ' J
·l~ j,.A'""''''"''dY'"''!' ".]
Denoting iJ iii U. Eqn. (3.53) reduces 10
KU "R
where
The load vector RB• due (0 body forces, is given by
The effect of the surface forces are given by
and the effect of the elememal initial messes are giv~n hy
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C1.5J)
().54)
(J.55)
(3.5M
(3.57)
all.l thaI of the concclJlf11It..'1I loads by
R, '" F
The stiffncSli matri}! K can be dCl/:nnincd from
(3.581
(3.59\
(3.60)
For a dynamic problem, usin~ d'Alemben's principle. the ioenia forces can be included
ll.~ fl.'" of body fora:s in Eqn. (3.56),
(3.61)
where 0 is the nodal acceleration aoo pl. is the mass density of elemc:m m. Now the
cquilibriumcqu3lionsbetome.
MU • KU • R
wl\l:rc Rand U are ti~ dependent. The mass matrix M can be delennined by
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(3.62)
In prdCtiee. damping always e;o;;sts in any sysle1ll. lIenel: I' ..... l:l1uilillrium l:l1U;lll"'L'
should be or the following fonn.
I\.IU ~ ell - KU = R
This equalion is the sarrn: as that ~iven in Eqn. (3.1).
Detennination of the general finite element damping matrix is l1ui1c uirticult. if lint
impossible. As stated in 3.1. in most cases. the damping can bI~ llssumed I\l he pmp\'nimml hI
the mass and sliffness of the system. So generally tht: dampinl1- m:ltrix is CnrLqrut:lcu usill~ the
mass matrix and the s1iffness matrix. !ogethcr with experil1l1:nt,ll result".
3.2.2. Thin shell element
The thin shell element formulation is based on the lheory of plates with IralLWCl'5l: shcar
defonnations. which assumes thaI "PJOicles orthe platt: originally on a line thaI is l\(lnn,11 tu Ihe
undefonned middle surface remain on a straight line during dcfnmllllMlII. ,lfld this line is nllt
necessarily nonnal 10 the defonned middle surface". With Ihis lheory. the displacement
componems can be expressed as:
u = zP.(x,y); v .. zP,<x.y): and w .. w(x.y)
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(3.65)
where w is the transverse displacement. fl. and n. are the rotations of the nonnal to t~
urnJcrllrmed middle surface in the x-z and y-z plallt:S. respeclively. see Figure 3.2. With
KirchlMIIT platt thcol'}'. which ~all"!i "a malcrialline thaI i~ originally nonnalto underllrmed
middle suriacc rcmaill5 oonnal 10 that surface lhroughout the dCrOnnalK>n". e. = -a....':a:r.. and
6, '" aw/ay.
/ X.U
0.
Figure 3.2 Defonnalions considered for a plale element
In linear analysis. the in-plane deformations p~nt in the middle plane are niX coupled
with the out-or-plane deformations of w. fl,. ny• Hence for clarity. the two types of defonnations
arc treated sep:lratdy and combined finally to give the total stiffness matrix for the element. The
hending strains of the plale can be writlen as:
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und the transverse sheur strains ure assumed \0 he COilsmm through the Ihkkncss
The stresses can be written as:
[ ]
ae,]1 I' 0 x
::: =z~ 1'1 0 _~
[ , ] 1-,' 0 0 1-., ay
oy """'2 iJB,_dB,
iiYiiX
[~-e]1,. _ E fJy 1[,..J -2(1-;-;j ~.ea, '
and Tv. == O.
The total potenlial of the plate element can now be expressed as:
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(3.M)
cum
(3.6M)
(3.70)
where c is a COnSlani used 10 account for Ihe aClual nonunifonnilY of the shearing slresses.
Suhstituling Eqn. (3.66) - (3.69) in Eqn. (3.70). one has
where
K· (3.72)
[" 0]Eh' IC.-__ ;12(1-pJ) 0 0 1;"
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C Ehc [, 0]
• • 2(1+11) 0 1
(3.73)
Using the fact that the total polcntial must be st:uionarJ. Eqn. (3.11l heeonlt:~
which may Ix: regarded as the prindplc of vinual displacements for the plate elclllelll.
For Ihe finilceleme01 analysis
(l151
where h; are the interpolation functions and q the number of nodes of an isOpar,tlllClric plate
element.
The more general shell may be
constructed by superimposing the plate
bending stiffness matrix and the plane stress
stiffness matrix fijr membrane element. The
major advantage of the general shell element
fonnulation is thai the geometry of any shell
surface is represented accurately aod all
displacement compatibility conditions between
elements are satisfied directly and in an
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8- NODE ELEMENT
Figure 3.3 ABAQUS's S8R5 8·noded .~hell
cleMent
em."Ctivc manner.
In this study. ABAQUS finite element analysis p<tCta1!e (Hibbiu. Karlsson & Sorensen.
19(5) was used. and shell elementl}'pc S8R5 was used formosl p3.n of the plated T-joinl. This
typc of clement hots 8 nodes (as shown in Figure 3.3). each node having five degltts of
frel.-dnm. It is a doubly curved shell element. with 3x3 middle surface integration for mass. body
fllrees and surface pressure calculation and a 2x2 integration forconstilutive equation calculation
and output. Five integration points are chosen through the shell thickness for stress and strain
output; this is based on the conclusion from an earlier study (Nwosu. 1993).
3.2.3 Lin(' spring clement for ntodelling crack
Line spring clement is desicned to model pan-through cracks in shell-type Structures. It
i~ hased on replacing lhe pan·
thrtHl}!h erack with an equivalent
distributed spring whkh matches
the compliance introduced into the
structure hy the crack. The
stiffness of the spring varies with
Ihe crack depth:l.
The stiffness calculation is
!t',?-~N.Ml-¥
~ .
'!<' T
M dU,
N T
Figure 3.4 Single edge notched specimen
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based on matching the loc"l cotnplian:e [If the crilc\.; with Ihill of a ~ingle eiJgl' l\()\che,1 ~pccimcl\
(see Figure 3.4).
From Figure 3.4. assunlC that the specimen is under remmc tCllsi<11l N, :lml11\ll!llClll {\-\,
with conjugate displacement ~UI and rotation l!.rbl. Consider thc,~c :IS gCllcr:lli7cl.! lilfCCS (\ =
Nand Q! "" M and conjugate gcneralized displaccmcllls lJl "" ~UI allli (\., "" ~<bl' Sinel' Ihl'
stress intensity factOr varies linearly with load, we can write
,
K1 = clN + c!M = ~c,Q,
where K 1 '" Kl(a,h) are Ihe stress intensity factors for a singh: edge notched specimen under unil
remole tension or bending, which are known functions of the crack depth ,I, ,lIld ~JX.'I;j'llel1
thickness h (refer to Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc., 1991 "Fracture Mech'lIlics N01C~").
The complementary energy of the cracked ~ingle edge nOlched specimen is
0, • ~[QJ'IC"QI
where Cjj(a,t) is Ihe compliance of the crackcu specimcn ,litO
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(3.77)
f3,7KJ
h is knllwn that the ~tress imcnsitr factor is relaled to the energy release rate per unit
(3.79)
Thcll
(3.80)
Since KI~ is also dclincd as
For any 0, and 01, Ibis defines lhe element or compliance matrix by
5:_'_cc
d<l E/(!-rJ"
which gives
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(J.8!)
(3.82)
(3.83)
The stiffness for the line spring finite eleml:nt model is simply [Kl ::: lel·l .
The stiffness of the line spring per unit length of crack front is thus I.:ll\1Wn from thl:
Figure 3.5 Line spring element
crack depth. and a distributed spring element can be constructed, linking the mxJal JisplacelllCl1lS
and rotations across the line spring to conjugate fon.:es and moments (Figure 3.5).
Shell element
;:::::::;;::::;~- Line SPflng
elemenl
Figure 3.6 Line spring clement in a shell mesh
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This line spring element is then inscncd into a shell mesh. 10 represent a pan-through
~nck in Inc shell (figure 3.6).
3.3 MOOrl Updating for Damage Dcltdion
TIle modd ufldating for dam~ge detection I'l"Iethods is baserl on thl: modification of
structural model matrice-; such as mass. stiffness. and damping. 10 reproduce respon~s as
dusely as possible to the measured responses. These methods solve for the updated matrices
(ur penurbatinns to the nominal model which produce the updated matrices) by fonning a
cunslrained optimization problem hased on the structural I:quatiolls of motion, nominal model
ancJ measured data.
Many techniques have been investigated for the model Updating procedure. Most of them
usc modal parameters in their objeelivt fuoclions. Some of (hem use experimental FRFs directly.
whi:h has the advantage !h;t no curve fitting is needed. In lhis study. :t twO step approach
similar tll the approach used by Kim l'lil. (1995) is utilized.
First. an approximatc crack area is located by examining the changes in the strain mode
shape. From a previous study by Chen (1993). thc changcs in the strain mode shapes. especially
!he dominant mode shapes. gave a good indication of the location of the enck. The first
1.1l11llinant mode. which in thi~ study is the fint bending mode orthe boltom plate. has thc largest
ch:lOges in modal strains in the area around the crack region. Also. for a known structore. it is
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not possible. nor necessal)'. to apply strain gauges all owr the stnlcture. Iu ohlllin the slr:tin
mode shapes. Only those areas with high stress Ic\'cls need til he examined. In this case. the
modal strains obtained from those points are examined. Thllse r\lilll~ with J;,r~e chal1~es ill the
modal strains. are examined for possihlc cr;lck fornl.llion. After lhill. I more detailed slmly llSill~
model updating procedure is used.
The basic idea for model updating is to minimize the error between the eXf'Crimel1t:i1 allll
analytical models. There are many expressions for error functions nnd ther depenll 1\11 the
parameters which are chosen for the objective function. Jeong and N<lgamat~u (l1)1):!:1 sUl!gesled
an approach in which the error function between analytic.,! :md expcr;nl\:ntilll;RFs W;IS usell as
the objective function. The error S is given by
s = tt {W~j(w;>(H;j(Wi) - n;i(W,)]!
"I/'j
+ W1/(wj)[H1j(w) - Hrj(w,)r}
(3.M4)
where WRj and W1j afe the weighting coefficients. H" is the analylical I;RF llnd II" lill'
experimental FRF. The subscripts R and I denote. respectivclr. the real and imaginary p:tfts of
the complex v<llue, m is the number of referencl,.'d FRF for identificatiun, and II is the numher
of eigenvalues to be considered.
The use of FRFs directly, instead of other parameters such as natural frequencies or
mode shapes, avoids curve fitting procedures. which introduce mure ermrs in the whole
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pml.;cdurc. It would also he helprul in examining the: r~ions of FRFs away from the resonant
plIinl\.
One way III minimize the error S is 10 allach ~nain conSlraint conditions. and then use
Lagr.angian muhiplieni for these constTlllining conditions. The onhogonality of the modal matrix
can he used a.<; a conslTlllining condition. and can Ix: cxpressed IS
IriJllf>lf ·101 or g(Z) • °
where Z is a dt:sign parameter.
(3.85)
Til minimize the t:rror S, one can minimize the following function h hy ihtroducing the
L1grangian multiplier >.
h '" S(Z) .. }"g(Z)
·nw= lJiITcrcruiation of Eqn.(3.86) with respect to Z must be zero: hence
as(z) . }" iJg(Z) .. 0
az az
(3.86)
(3.87)
Using Eqns. (3.85) and (3.87). the Lagrangian multiplier}.. and the design parameter Z can be
tlelenninetl.
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This method requires the calculat;on of aS/J1.. which would R:quil\' thl: l:t\lIlPl.lt:ttil)1I uf
derh'atives (If FRFs (H' and H' in Eqn. <3.84ll with n~sf'l..'C( tIl the dCll.;\l.1l flar.u\\C(cn; \cr.tl:1:.
location. Ienglh and depthl. This requirement '.VilS fOlmd tll he wry dirlil.:ult III impkmcllt ill n.-al
Slructurcs unless an analytical expression for H in tcnll.~ Ilf lksign rarnmcll'rs W:L~ :1\'ail:Lhlc.
Hence a penurbation based approach is used ;n this Ihc=sill along with a Iltodilil."ll fllnll \If bill.
(3.84); lhe pcnurbalion proc(lJure described by Kim el al. (1995) is :U..lllptL...J and dcscr;hl."l.1 as
follows.
Let {Z} be the design vector. which is a function of IUC:llioll. length ami dcpth (1t' till'
crack.
n.!!!!)
where D. Land C arc the depth. length and location of the crack. T'C!ipl.'Clivcly.
The changes in H~ can De expressed as
(3JllJj
Using linearpenurbation theory.lhe modified state VCClor, W. with respectlu the cll,tUlle
in design vector liZ can be approximated without solving thl: ci!!cnvalul: problem, a:..
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(3.90)
where Q i~l:alled thescnsitivity matrix.
The sensitivity matrix Q is a function of D. L and C. II is calculated by applying
differcm line spring c!l:mcnts, to simulate various trial cracks, into the finitc clement model.
Similar to llle element by element ap: Toach used by Doebhng et al. (1993), varying length and
depth line spring elements are applied 10 different locations. This method is based on the idea
Ihat since an initial crack estimate has alrcildy been made, onl)' a small area needs to be
examined in detail for greater accuracy. The final design veclor Z which minimizes the error
S is designated as the final predicted crack with accurately determined crack depth, length and
the local ion.
3.4 Summary
Thischapler covers the basic theories that are used in this study. Section 3.1 discusses
the hasic theories of modal analysis and tcstinll' provides guidance for experimental pan of the
study from which the dynamic characteristics such frequency response functions of
strain/acceleration, natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping ratios are obtained. The
theories of finite elemenl analysis, which are needed to generate a finite element model through
ADAQUS and ohtain meaningful results, are distussed in Seclion3.2. Finally, ill Section 3.3,
:I 1lI11dei updating procedure. which uses two sets of data. one from the model testing. and the
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other from the finite element analysis. is described. The updating proct'dure urt!atc:; the finite
element model by introducing. different locations. knglhs and ucplhs or lhe crack inwlhc Iinile
element model. through the usc afline spring e1emems. ulllil11lc righl CT:lck prolilc is !"l1l1m.! (by
tile minimized error S). The modelllpdating procedll~ minimi"l.e~ the emu using:1 penurhatillll
approach.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON PLATED T-
JOINTS UNDERGOING FATIGUE
CRACKING
4.1 Methodology
Any physical changes that occur in a S[luClure will inevitably cause changes in the
physical flropcnies. These changes nonnally will be expressed in terms of changes in mass,
stiffness and/or damping of the structure. As mentioned earlier. a structure's dynamic behaviour
can also be expressed in modal space, which is expressed in terms of natural frequencies, mode
shupl:s and damping value. Th-:refore tht: cltaraclerislics of fatigue cracks (such as crack
location, depth. width elc.) occurring in a structure. which change its physical properties, can
he detemlincd by examining the changes in lhe modal prop!"', '.~\ (or parameters).
As stilted carlier, many research studies have been carried out using modal parameters
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for crack detection. lbe first modal paramcter that was 1lS¢i for cmck detection was the: natural
frequcncy. The natural frequency or a structure is the n\OM impol't3nllllodal parnmclcr. and Ilk'
easieSt to obtain. lInfonuNtely the changes in r'Ll!lural frequendcs, JUl: til the presence tlf a
r.tigue crack or any OIher flaw. are vel')' small. Also. il is lIirrlCull 10 find (lUI lhe IllI,::tlitlll uf
the crack if one uses !he nalural frequency alorr.
In lhis study, the changes in experimental and analytical frequl:ncy resptlll.'il' funelium;
(FRFs) are used to identify ami locate the crack. Thl.:sc FRF!\ would include all Ihe l.Iyll:llllic
parameters that need to be considered in any investigation. such bS naturdl frequcncies, lIull.l<l1
damping ratios, mooe shapes and Olher modal conSlanL~. In addition, FRFs could hc obwincd
for displacements, velocilies, accelerations. sirains. stresses and any other variable thar needs
to be examined. Hence FRF seems to be lhe proper function Illat needs to be cOlt~iderl:d fur
cnck deteeticf\ and identification. The method of using the whole FRF i~1cad nf m": llf scver-II
of !he modal parameten; makes use of the advantage that modal parameter e;uractilln pnlCl,."tIure
could be eliminated, resulting in less accumulation of errors in the numerical I."Stinutitlll
techniques. Also, the struclUnl response at both the resonant and non-resonant rcgiml~ could he
eXimined by lhis method_
From a previous study (Chen, 1993). it was observt:d thai the surface str"in FRF .. round
the crack region gave a much bener indication of cracking in plate-like structures tlmn the
displacementJacceleratior. FRFs. In this study, a detailed invcsligation:5 carried out using buth
experiments and analyses to verify the previous indications from theoretical ~Iudies. The
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methodolugy used for experimental investigation was based on the fact that strain and
acceleration FRFs experience changes when fatigue cracks initiate and propagate. In some cases,
espcdally for strain FRFs al cenain locations and certllin directions. these changes are very
significant. Therefore. strain tlauges and accelerometers were used to record responses of the
plated T·joints at salient poims. Fatigue loading was applied to the structure to develop fatigue
cracking at critical locations; after the crack had developed to an assumed level. modal
testing/analysis was carried out to detennine the frequency response functions. This was repeated
for various stages of crack development until the specimen failed. The fatigue crack profiles,
at different fatigue cracking intervals, were recorded using ink staining and beach marking
procedures. Seven plated T·joint specimens were tested during the experimental part of this
study,
4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 Instrumentation for experiment
Two pieces of 16 mm thick strucNral steel plates were welded together to fonn 11 plated
T-joim (see appendix II for the welding procedure specifications). Figure 4.1 shows the
dimension of a single plated T·joint. Tensile testing was carried out to detennine the Young's
modulus of the steel: results are shown in Table 4.1. It is observed that the average value for
E is 207.03 GPa with a variation of ± 6.2 %
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Table 4.1 Young's modulus of steel used for plated T·joint
Young's modulus from test III
219.89GPa
All dinensions in no
YOllng.'s mlldulus fmm test 11'2.
194.17 Gl',l
Figure 4,1 Dimensions of a plated T-juint
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The platL'<I T -joint was simply supported at both ends oflhe base plate. Since fatigue load
was applied at both the uJlward and downward directions (cyclic load). the upwanJ and
downward muvements of the base plate were restrained. at tile supporting points: the rotations
(If the llase plate were allowed al these points. To achieve these support eondilion~ IWO
cylindrical rods were placed. abo~'e and bcne:lt~ the platc. at the supporting points. Figure 4.2
shows the supporting mechanism used for the plated T-joint.
Figure 4.2 Supporting me<:hanism for the T-joint
The cylindrical rod~ were in turn connected toa solid steel frame, which was bolted onto
Ill\: structural laboratory's 0.9 m thick concrete floor. Sin:e stiff supporting conditions are
rJt:cdcd for carrying out modal testing of the plated T-joint, the supporting frame was stiffened
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at salient points and bolted onto the heavy floor at three points (325 N.m torque). During mooal
testing, the excitation frequencies were swept through a cenain predefined frequellCy range; the
range was selected so as to give better strain frequency response functions and usually the l'lUlge
included one or two nacural frequencies. Any resonances other than that of the plated T-jnint
caused by supponing members would modify the results of modal testing. With the rigid supr10n
mechanism as shown above. the resonance effects caused by supponing members IIrc reduced
to a minimum. Figure 4.3 shows the photo of the actual experimental setup.
The fatigue load was applied to the auachment plate of the T-joint as shown in (:igure
4.2. The connection between the accuator and
plated T-joint was made through two equal angle
steel sections bolted to the actuator using 12 mOl
diameter bolts (Figure 4.4). Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
respectively, show the connection and
disconnection of the actuator from the plated T-
joint.
During the fatiguing process, a cyclic
sinusoidal fatigue load (as shown in Figure 4.7)
was applied to the plated T-joint. The magnitude
Figure 4.4 The connection between the
plate and the actuator
of the fatigue load was set so as to cause a nominal rnuimum weld-toe stress range uf nearly
200 - 250 MPa. Some slight variation from these stress ranges occurred for different specif1ll:ns.
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· ental setupf the whole experunFigure 4.3 Photo 0
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The frequency of fatigue cycles wu rued 31 S Hz, This value WM CAuseR mainl)' du~ III Ilk'
limilation of the hydraulic pump. which reduced lhc maxin",um INd OUtput if 0l....r.ltl."d al highcr
frequen::ies, Table 4.2 gives diffen:lll fatigue kladinp, Io:K.I ralio!; and Sln:ss r:tnll(5 nc;!r 11..·
weld toe IS measured by the Slrain gauges foc different spec:imen.t. The m:u.imum ~Trt~ r:m!!C
at the \\'eld toe is calculated from the load range obtailled as the diffen.'tll."1: ~Wl."1:n Ihl,'
rrulximum and minimum loads: the mean load was given b}' half the load range: yalue:.
To record the crack profile at each or the predcfined fmiguc imerval. illk staining ,lIxl
beach marking lechniques were u.ili~ed, For ink staining, which wa~ malic aftcr lhc firsl cra~k
iniliatioll was observed (by eye' using a magnifying glass), a slow dryingn:tl illklnmdc from
finger nail polish diluleci by 100 I' pure isopropyl alcohol) was flOured imo the cr.lck. while
maximum fatigue load was held constant (till the ink dried): this ink staining (pink in coluur)
Slays pt;nn~nendy and depiClS.lhe initial crack profile when the cracked pbtc is hml:.cn O(lCli.
Beach marking tedtnique is hUed on the fact th3t a fatigue crack propagates at a differcnl ratc
when growing al a differeru fatigue frequency and stress 1~1; this decrease in IltO\\'!h ratc giycs
I distinct coloration to the rncl:.ing ilUerface during the bea.chmar1r; cycling. Therefore cytlin~
the specimen at a different frtquency and load level will fonn :l marl:. at the mek surfal.1,' similar
to the mark observed al the beach during successiyc wayC run ups (from when: the IIilmc h:l.~
come), In Ibis study, beach marking procedure was performed at each of the predefined fatigue
cycles. at a frequency of 10 Hz (twice the fatiguing fn:quency); the magnitudc of the load rlln~c
was reduced to half while keeping p..... ascanstam,
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Figure 4.6 The actuator disconnected from the Twjoint
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Table 4.2 Fatigue loads and stress ranges used for different plated T-joint spl-c::illll'lL..
Specimen # P_{KNI P•• (KNI p- 1.l.lilU nil ill M:IX ~main Sln.-S~ nlllj!l"
R=P_'I·... 1111\ ll\Wal
17.8 -17Jl 0.0 -1.0
17.9 -17.9 0.0 -1.0 600 :!4~
18.6 -18.6 0.0 -1.0 640 !h·l
22.5 -22.5 0.0 ·1.0 "50 J5~
27.6 1.2 13.2 0.04 5::!.'i(+SISI ::!IX
27.1 -0.3 13.7 -om 5371+535)
---
30.3 -0.9 15.6 -0.03 494{+.'i1J) 204
NOte:
I) All the dala were obtained from Ille initiallcsl of each imac! specimen.
2) The maximum Slrain for lhe specimen #1 was not recorded.
3) Strain values are lhose recorded from gauge s31.
4) Numbers inside lhe brackets arc the strain values corresponding ttl "_.
\,
Figure 4.7 Cyclic sinusoidal fatiJlue load
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4.2.2 ModaltC51in.:
Modallcsting was done initially (before an)' fatigue load cycling ....-as applied) and al each
of the different pmSefincd fatigue cycles. to record the dynamic response of the plated T-joim.
fmm which tlx: modal paramelers would be e:un.tted. Frequency response function melhod was
ust:d for modallCSl.ing; that is. frrquerx:y response: fumieR. which has been discusscJ earlier
in Chapler 3. was obtained first. M0d31 parameters. such as natural frequencies. dampins ratios.
lind mode shapes (or modal constant al a cenain point and a cenain mode) w~r~ lhen extracted
from lhe corre.~ponding FRFs. B&K 2034 Signal Analyzer (Bruel & Kjrer. 1987) was used for
data llcquisition and FRF generation: and STAR STRUCT software (S~ctral Dynamics. Inc .•
1994) which wu resident in a personal computer was used for the modal parameter extraction.
Excitatioo
Many different methods h3ve been dt\'eloped to obtain the frequency resp<l1l5C function.
These can be divided imo lrans»en! and continuous exeiwion tests. The transient test is basically
an impaetlesl and is carried OUI using a modal hammer. A load cell is mounted at the head of
a hammer. Each lime the hanuner strikes ttr specimen. the impact load is recorded at the same
time as the response from a sensor (an accelerometer or a strain gauge) is recorded. From these
rcspullses. frequency response functions could be computed. The advantage of the transient test
using a hammer is thatlhe hammer can be very easily used 10 eKeite any location on the
specimen ancJ ohtain the FRF althat location. With 3 number of sensors mounted al preselected
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locations and directions (D.crually one is enough io many cases). aou the hamlller impacting a
different location each time. one TOW of the frequem;y rCSpllnse function matrix H can hI:
obtaincd. As discussed in Chapter 3. the rcspollSe rnatrix lfisasYll1melriemmrix.andollctll\\·
or one column of the matrix H is sorticicnl 1('1 Ik~erihe the s~'stClI\ ill tenlls of ll:llllral
frequencies. damping ratios and mode shapes. Thus. the hammer teSI pnwiiJes a 4uick ,uul
inexpensive method for determining frequency response functinn.~. Huwcvcr. the hammcr leSI
has many disadvantages which limils its usefulness for pcrromling tests which TC4uire hij!.h
!Irecision and accuracy. These include such items as lack of rcpeatahility. exeit.uion llf leI\"
resonant frequencies, difficulty of maintaining an exact appJic3tion point. TC4uircmeni 01 many
.• uccessive tests (averaging) to reducc noise. and low signal to noise r:nio. Also ror r.:r.l<:k
detection to have 3 belief accuracy, the condition o{ each conseculive l1lTilhlltest has III he ;(~
close as possi!:lle, with the differenct being only in the growing of the fatigue mck. rtlllS. lhe
transienl test using impact hammer is not suilable for crack dcll't:t inn.
On the G1her hand, the continuous excitation test can provide ~llfflcicnt power iUlu the
system 10 excite as many frequencies as required. It has agnod signal In nnisc rmiu: sincc thc
exciter is fixed at a cenain point. and it has good rcpeatahilily. Oncc (I gnlxl fnrcing signill is
used. and ~ood response signals recorded, a high prl't:ision and attuldcy of mea~\Irement and
computation can be acbieved. For llit cllcitalilln fOfr.:illg functiun, l10nnally twtltypc.~ nfsign.t1s
are used: random and sine sweep signals {5eC Figure 4.8). The randum signals include true
random, pseudo random and periodicrantlomsignals/Fi!!urc4.8(aJl.llte higadvamagc ufa
random forcing function is Ihal this Iype of signat cover.; a widcrangc nffrcqucllCics. 'nti~;llsn
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True Rondo," Signal
Periodic Randcm Signal
Figure 4.8(a) Samples of random signals
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Figure 4.8(b) Samples of sine sweep signals
has a disadvantage. in that tbis type ofexcitatinn neetlsa large numhcrofavcr:l~ing 1l\uhl:lin
a stable. smooth frequency response function.
The sine sweep function is ;I sinusoidal signal. with a constant mnplilul.!C. which
continuously increases in frequency from a preset lowcr iimit til .. higher limit. The m.lYantagc.~
of sine sweep excitation include: reduted noise (resulling in clean spcwaJ, high Sipl:llio n!lise
ratio, and minimized signal leakage. Few averages are required 10 achicve a smouth SpL'1.:lnllll
It also has the advantage of being able to observe thcrcsponsc lI\'cra cen<lin frequcncy h;ll1c.1 hy
zooming over a panicular frequency range. The t1isadvantilgc uf thi.~ type uf cxeilatinn is thaI
ildoes nol represent the realistic service environment
For crack detection, a repeatable and accurale measurement procedure is needed. Also.
frequency response functions al a certain frequcm:y range wilh high resoluliuo arc nCL'dctltli
examine the changes caused by fatigue cracking. Based on Ihe discus-sion ahoyc.fixed puin!
J2
cxciuJliun withsirn: sweep forcing signals was chosen for this study.
Kcsponsescn.'IOrli
111 order tu have a !tood ullc..h:rstanding of the 1ll000ai behaviour of plawd T-joims with a
tllti!tue crdd, a large nl.lm~r of sensors were used in this stud)'. This was purely for the sake
uf detailed research invesligation wherein mode shapes also could be obtained. for practical
purpuse, the number of sensors can be greatly reduced to only a few. Figure 4.9 shows the
distritllltionofscnsors (strain gauges and accelerometers) used inthisexperiment
Alung the weld-lOl:, when: the crack was l;:xpecled to occur, three strip gauges were ust:<!
Is26·30, s31-35, and s36-40 in Figure 4.9). Each strip gauge had five individual gauges packed
together. The total length of the strip gauge was IS mm, with a 1 mm gap between each
individuul gauge, on either side. Two rosette gauges (041-43 and 544-46 in Figure 4.9) were
placet.! in hetween the strip gauges. The 45' roselle has a total length of 6.99 mm. with 3.18 mill
length for each section. For the rest, general·purpose gauges with an overall lengthof2.9mm
amJagaugclcngthofl.S7mmwere used(sl 10524. s25, 047 and 048).
STRUCTCEL light weight accelerometers (each accelerometer weighs 2.0 grams) were
used III measure the accelerations. This type of accelerometers employ a mass loaded.
dificrcmial structure as its sensing element with integral microelectronics. Encased in a plastic
e:l[l:ltllla3-pintransistor-headerconfiguralion,theaccelerometcrprovides low cost. low mass
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Figure 4.9 Distribution of strain J!auges and aCl'elerometcn
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al,;cclcralion measurements. Some of the specifications of this lype of accelerometers are listed
in Tahlc 4.3.
Tahle 4.3 Specifications of STRUCTCEL accelerometer
SPECIFICATION: STRUCTCEL ACCELEROMETER (Model No. 330M
Sensitivity (mV/g)
Range (± JOV) (g)
Resolution (g)
j;rcquency range (±5% sens. dev.) (Hz)
Resonant frequency (Hz)
Excitation (± VDC)
Temperature range (OF)
Shock (max) (g)
Weight (gm)
Cormeetor (pin)
200
10
0.001
1 ·1000
3000
15
0-130
5000
2
3
Strip gauges were placed very close 10 the weld toe in order 10 find the stress
cHnccntr:lIion around this area. Figure 4.10 shows the nonnalized modal strain oblained from
the nearest gauge of a set of strip gauges located at the centre of the plate (531 • s35) in
specimen #3. for the first bottom plate bending mode. which is similar to the static bending of
thc hottom plate under an in-plane load on the plated T-joint. The nominal stress range at the
wcld toe for the plaled T-joint is observed 10 he between 0.88 to 0.90 times lhe value of the
maximum stress rangc'givcn in Tablc4.2 (it must be borne in mind that the gauge 531 is located
at a distance of 1·3 111m from the weld toe and consequently that distance also must be taken imn
account while computing the nominal weld toe stress range).
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Figure 4.10 Normalized modal strain.~ from a strip ';3UI.'e
SigDal processing
Figure 4.11 shows the diagram of the proccduR for signal acqu;.\ilioll anti SUMt.'tjUCIIi
data processing. Noise ineyitably existS in most experimental setups. TherefuR: colll.l;lioners mkl
fillm are used to amplify~ signal arxl reduce l1ll: noise le'tel. Since lhe condiliunCl'S for lhe
load. cell and :lCtrlerometers have built-in filters. lhe sIgnals rereivt.'d from them an: relalively
clear. For strain gauges. additional fillers wen: used 10 eliminale any frequcocics hcluwand
above lhe frequency range of int~resl. Shieldct1 cables were u.9.'d fur all cunm..'Clinns 10 shield
OUt any interfereoce from the laboratory's environment.
Aliasing and leakage errors were eliminated by choosing the righl tlaw acquisition
frequency ant! record time length. HaMing window and signalllYCraging wen: used tu Further
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fo'igure4.11 IJroccdure for data acquisition 311dsignal processing
reduce the effect of noise. In order to have an efficient USt of recorded dala an overlap
procedure. in which a block of time history dala used for nne anal}'sis contained a cenain
amounl of previously processed data, was used. Fi!!ure 4.12 shows a 50 ~ overlap procedure.
This procedure is lI'lOSI useful when applying certain wirMlow Icclutiques (e.g. Hanning window).
since a ponion of the data is reduced in amplitude by the window application. In this srudy a
15~ overlap pl"Catiure with a Hanning window. available in llI:: B&K analyzer, was used.
In the study, a sine sVo'eep function was generated from 11 funclion generalor and sent to
l~ excitor. The excitation force was recorded through a load cell located in between the excitor
and the plated T-joint. The forte signal OUlput from this type of connection had very small noise.
111erefore, to obtain the frequcncy response function, the HI estimator. which reduces the noise
in the response, was used. As described in Chapter 3, the HI is calculated from the cross
srec1rum of response and forte, and the autospectrum of fon:e. The formula of the HI estimator
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can be expressed as:
(4.\\
where F is the forcing signal. U is the response signal. and' indicillcs Ihe comr1c·\ cOlljugall'
of the corresponding paramt:ler.
HISTDRY1- HlSTOR't2- IllStORY3
"'-OVEJl1.P~-,
: OVE~~OVtR \,4_:
tIllt(SECOIlDS)
Figure 4.12 Overlap in signal processing
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Natural frequencies and damping ratios
The first modal parameler to be eltamined is the natural frequency. It is nol surprising
10 find out the small decrease of natural frequencies as Ihe fatigue crack grew. Figures 4. J3 (a) -
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(f) sholl' the change~ in natural rrcqueneie~ anll dal\1pil1~ nllil'~ a... tlw fati~ue er..d. ,Crc\\". f\»"
each of the seven specilllcn~ tc~ted. TaMl' 4.4 gi\'e~ the fatigu\' eyde.~ fur l';1I.:h f;l\;gue illlef\'al.
for each of scven spccimen~ testell. Sec Apllenlli.x II 11'1" all the rrel]llem;ie~ ;lIulllatlll'in,C \';dtll'~
for all seven specimcns at all prcdefineu fatiguc eycle~. It i~ uhsef\'eiJ that the Croll:" pn ... ltl'·l'~
noticeahle changes only towards the cnd (\f its IiI'\;. Most Ill" the chal\~c~ ill mlld;,\ Jl;u·aIlWll·l"~
such 3S natural frequencics. amplilUdc uf strain frclJuency respunse fUll\;lillllS, ele. IICCIIl"l'l'd 111I1~
aftcr the ink staining was donc. Also it should he IUlted tlta~ at tltl' fatigue CI~ld:illg illll'l"val
wherein ink slaining was dune. modal strain values around the crack arC,1 \Imllped sij!l1illcanlly,
while changes in natural frequencies were barely notke;,hle.
It should also be noted Ihat the founh resonant fre{lllem;y is missing fnllll Figmcs 4.1 ;\(a-
0. From the finite element analysis which will he discussed in the next dl,lpt\:r, lhe fnul"th
resonant frequency was ohserved to be a torsional mode of the top plMe, whilc the hollUlIllllatc
barely moved (see Figure 5.3). Therefore, scnsors located at the hottom plate were \Illl :.hle tl>
piek up this resonant frequency.
From these figures, it can be secn that the changcs in naluml fretlucncies were very
small; only towards the end of fatigue life. during which time lhe plate was ahnnsl hmkcn Hhe
crack was throutlhoUl the widlh and the depth of crack was more than half the plate thickncss),
Ihe natural frequencies showed some large, reliahly dctectablc changes. The patterns for changes
of damping ratios as tht faligue crack grew, were nul well dcfined.
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Figure 4.13(a) Ch'lIlges in frequency and damping ratio for first resomml
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Figure 4.I3(b) Changes in frequency and damping ratio for second resonant
frequency
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Figure 4.I3(c) Changes in frequency and damping ratio for sixth resonant
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4.3.2 Frequenc)' nsponSt' functions for acc('l('r3liollS
Twelve accelerometc:r~ were used on each sfll:cimcll til l\.'\:unJ 'lccckr:uiull rcsplllL~S oil
12 points. Figure 4.14 !'00w!' the dl.1nges in accder:lIMln frequency reSptllL"C fUl)l.;li,lll" llf Iw,1
points. one of which w<t!' locatt:d dose ttl the weld tne. ,lnU the mltcr elus... IU th..' suPI"'lnill~
edge. The results of FRF for spt!Cin1ell #7 is given helnw: :lnd all lither spt:cimcns ShllW :t
similar pattem and due 10 the space limitation. tlu:y arc not shown in here.
It can be seen from Figure!' 4.14Ia) and (b). thaI the ch'l1Iges ill a~'celeratinll FRFs 'lfe
small. both near and far aw;,y from the crack; the accekr.uiun rRr:s change a lillie hil 1lI0fl' in
locations funher from the crack than near the crack. The Illst fatigue inlervlll rcprescntel.l in
Figure 4.14 is interval 6. of specimen #7. which represents :t crack lenglh uf 114.0 1111ll. ;ml.l
depth on.S mm (specimen width is 203 mm and thickness 16 mm). This Si7X of cmek shllultl
be considered as quite significant for the struclure. and shoold be Uctl."'Cteu tn prevent (llilm\.' Ill'
the strucrure. Obviously from acceleration FRFs alone. it would be very difrlcult III detl.'\:t the
crack sint:e the changes are very small.
4,3.3 Frtquency response functions of surface strains.
In order to find more sensitive parameters for fatiguc crack detcctiun, strain g.'lUg.CS were
used, and were applied all over Ihe base platc of the platcd T-jnint :11 32 [Juinls. Figure 4.15
shows the strain FRFs at a point away from the crack while figure 4.16 lihow.~ thc F;Hh lit :,
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III 500 10 1.000 failure 1.332 9 1.261
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Figure 4.M(a) Acceleration FRFs at at for various crack growth intervals; c1().~c to the
supporting edge (specimen #7)
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Figure 4.14(b) Atceleralion FRFs at all for various cratk growth intervals; close to the
weld toe (specimen 117)
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region close to the crack: Figure 4.17 shows the FRFs at a point hetween the ahove two pnims
It is observed that strain gauges have a much greater sensitivity to er:lek.~ than aeecleT\lllleters
at locations near to the crack: :tt locations far away frumtlu: crack, thc accclerumctcrs ami str:lin
gauges have almost the same sensitivity. One problem with the strain gauges is that the <.1:lIa is
noisy at strain levels below Ht~ micro-strain/No Also it could he seen from the strain !!311ge dat;"
that in spite of its noisl: ',,;vels. the trend in amplitude decre,lse is the same 3S in nOll-noisy
regions. ifnol beller.
Roseue gauges are also used to measure the response of the structure tIl the dynamic
excitation. Figure 4.18 shows the FRFs at different crack levels for a roselle gauge loe,lu:d at
node s41-43 (see Figure 4.9). with one gauge at 45-. second at 90' amI the third m 135-
From Figures 4.15 - 4.18. it is seen that strain FRFs undergo signilicalll chan~cs ,1\
regions close to the crack. This close-to-the-crack region can he defined as a circle. with a
diameter slightly larger than the surface cl'3ck length. This delinitionof c1osc-lO-the-crack region
should have a practical meaning, since in real structures, it is always possihle to linJ out Ihe
critical regions. where high stress values would exist (obtained by finite clement analysis). Thus
a small number of strain gauges can he placed at these critical regions. If significant changes in
FRFs were observed in one of these regions located at various criticallocatinns in the structure,
it indicates that some damage might have occurred in that region. More dct.ailcd investigation.
such as the model updating procedure discussed in next chaptcr. should be used to determine the
extent of damage.
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Figure 4.15 Strain FRFs at s48 (single gauge) for various crack growth intervals; 548 is
located away from the crack (42 mm) (specimen #1)
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Figure 4.16 Strain FRFs at 531 (strip gauge) for v~rious cn.ck g.'owth intervals; s31 was
located very close to the crack at the centre of the bottom plate (1·3 rom) (specimen #7)
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Figure 4.17 Strain FRFs al 515 (single gauge) for various crack growth intervals; s25
was located awaJ from the crack at the centre of the bottom plate (42mm) (specimen #7)
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Figure 4.18{a) Strain FRFs at 541 (rosette gauge) ror v"rious crack ~rowth intervals;
541 was located close to the crack at 45° 10 the crack (5·8 mm) (splocimcn #7'
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Fi,~ur(' 4.J8(b) Strain FRFs at s42 (rosette gauge) for various crack gro\\1h intervals;
542 was located dose to the crack at 90· to the crack (5-8 mm) (specimen #7)
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Figure 4.18(c) Strain FRFs at s43 (rosette gauge) for various crack growth intervals; s43
was located close to the crack at 135° to the crack (5-8 mm) (specimen #7)
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4.3.4 Mode .~hapes
Displacement mooc shapes were obtained from accelerometers located on the lefl half of
Ihl.: bOllom plate. Figure 4.19 sbows six displacement mode shapes of left half ponion of the
hottom plate. The other half of plate. which had no acceleromell:rs on it. was also ploned for
(;I)lJJpari~nn purpo~es. The mode shapes showed in Figure 4.15 (and t~ following figures) was
nhtJlim:d from specimen #3. From these mode shapes, it was observed that the first mode was
Jl hellding mooc. the second a torsional mode, the third a bending mode. tire fifth a bending
llUM.!C (again the fourth mode was missing from the experimental data due to the location of the
.~enSOfS, as explained early), the sixth a torsional mode and the seventh a ben<ling mode. The
experimental results match very well with the rcsulls obtained from the finite element analysis
which will he discussed in the next chapter. It can be seen here that the major purpose of
displacement mode shapes in this study, is to classify the experimental results and separate the
hending modes from torsional modes.
Slmin mode shapes are ct.tained frum the strain gauges located on the boltom plale of
the T-joint. As stated earlier, the changes in the strain mode shapes were used for the initial
identification of fatigue crack occurring in the structure. Figure 4.20 shows the strain mode
~hapc~ of the intact plated T-joint: figure 4.21 shows the strain mode shapes of the cracked
plated T-juinl (frum specimen #3). Figure 4.22 shows the crack profile of that specimen. At
the fatigue cr"cking interval where the atxll'e mode shapes were Obtained, the surface crack
lenllth wa~ 36.0 mm and the crack depth was 7.5 mm. with the deepest point being almost
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Figure 4.19 Displacement mode shapes
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Figure 4.20 Strain mode shapes ror the intact T·joint
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Figure 4.21 Strain mode shapes for the cracked T·joint
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Figure 4.22 Crack profile for speeimen #3
tnwaros one edge of the plate (Ihe dark area in Figure 4.22). It can be seen from Figure 4.21
that at top of lbe plate, near the wcld-lOc. the modal strain on one side has a very large drop.
This drop is espccially clear in the third mooe, since this is the dominant mode around Ihis area
(from rrequeocy response functions). All other specimens ~how a simiiar pattern. with a
difference that the largest drup in modal strain occurs either near the edge of the plate, or at the
centre of the plate, depending en where the crack has initiatcd. Based on this observation, the
initial cmek detcction can be madc: more detailed analysis is carried out ~n the next chapler.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the procedure used for the experimental study and the instrumentation
used for the purpose were described. Seven plated T-joints were tested under fatigue loading,
1I1od;l1tcsL~ were carried out for each of seven spedmens at each of the predefined fatigue cycle
1cvel~. Modal par:trnelers such as natural frequencies. strain FRFs and acceleration FRFs were
examined as the fatigue crack grew in deplh and surface length. It was found that the changes
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in nalural frequencies, as a faliy.ue erac!; ~rcw, were vcry small: when:;ls the chan!!~'~ in 1ll\\I.l:l1
strains near !he crack area were veT)' significant. Foml the",: clkmges Oh(;lit\l."Ii lhnlll!!h
examination of the changes in strain mode shapl.OS, an inil1;l1 erde .. c.k.1~'Ctiun which pn."Iiick'lI lhe
approximate cracking area was made. Strain/acceleration fn."quc~' response runclilllt~ were
recordtd at eaeh of the predefined faligue cycle levels aoo th..."Sl' arc ttl ht' uSl...d in furtlll'l
analyses, which will be carried OUI in the next chapter.
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ANALYSIS OF
CHAPTERS
FINITE ELEMENT
PLATED T-JOINTS AND MODEL
UPDATING FOR CRACK DETECTION
5.1 FE Model
A FE model was gencrall:d for !he plated T·joinu using shell elements available in the
general purpll5t com~ller pro,rtrn ABAQUS (Hibbiu. Karlsson &. Sorenson Inc .. 1995). line
sprint: clements wen: ll5l:d (0 model the surface mek on lbe plate. The S8R5 elemcrll. which
is an 8-node doubly curved thin shell element with reduced integration and having fh-e degrees
of frmlom per node, was used for maS! of the plrts of T-joint: lhc S4R5 element, which is I
4·node doubly curved thin sheD element with reduced integration and having five degrees of
freedom per node with hourglass control, was used around the IiIle spring elements. The reason
for using the S4R5 element wilh lhe line spring element is for tLOurglass control. Since line
spring elements assume plane strain conditions. the linear imerpolalion used for 4-noded shell
c1cmcnls provide a much beller solution 10 this condition. It was found thaI the use of me 8·
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noded S8RS element around the line: ~prin!! clements. di~pliIYl-d Iwurglils.." phclIlllllcna li,r Stlllll'
higher modes. Heocc. 4-00d1.-d ~R5 elements wen: used tn COIlllCct tiM.' lil'll." sprinl! elcn'll.'lIts with
the S8R5 elements. Some triangular lhin snell e1emems. STRI56. were used fllr pmpcr tr.IIL"ililll1
between I.he finite clemeN meshes. Figure ~.l shows the FE model of lhe pl'lll.-d T-jllinL Fi}!urc
S.2 shows the expanded view of amicipaled crack region. wilh a vcry fine 1Ik.'Sh aruund lhe lilk.'
5pring elements. The weld thickness was modelled hy incn:i1sing the thickncs.." \If the shell
elements associated with the weld toe region. Tabk S.I shows the nalUral frcllucncics IlhtaillL'I.1
from this intact FE model.
Figure S.l FE model of the plated T-jeint
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LS· 6 noded line spring element; S4RS - 4 noded thin shell element; SSRS - 8 "oded thin
shell element; STRIS6 • 6 noded triangular thin shell element
Figure 5.2 Fine mesh around tbe anticipated track region
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Table 5.1 Natural frequencies obtained from the FE modrl (uncrllcked) 1('l:pcrim(,l1t~1I
frequencies (from specimen 13) within bracket)
Mode
Freq. (Hz) 75.295 137.67 220.05 336.82 470.80 108S.7 I:!I)I.I
(75.73) (153.78) (230.441 (4$4.21l (1109.6.'1 (12·U... JM
Error(S) o. 10.5 4.5 -3.7 1.9 -J.h
Mode shapes from this FE model were also obtained and are ~hown in Figure 5.J. Ill:an
be found from Figure 5.3 that the first mode is a bending modc (101'1 plalc hcmJinF- dominant):
the second mode is a bending mode for the top plate in the in-plane direction (for the hunullI
plate. the same mode becomes to a torsiunal mode): tht: thinJ mode is II bending lllUlh: with
dominant bottom plate bending: the fnunh mode is it torsional molle of the top pl:lll; (IM1IlUlII
plate shows very small deformation); the fifth mode is a bentling mode of both tl'l(l :lnd hUtltllll
plates; the sixth mode is a torsional mode with lop platc torsion being dominant: and thl; scyenlh
mode is anOOier bending mode for both top and bottom plates. All these mode~ agree with the
resulLS from experiments (shown in Figure 4.15)_ ex«pt mode 4. The reason fur which the
foonh mode was oot identified from experimental data is that the defurmations at the hotlnm
plale are very small. Since all sensors are located on the bottom plale. this resonam m(x.!c is not
picked up.
Also it is noticed from Table 5.1. that the natural rrcqucncic.~ ohlained fmm this initial
FE model do not match closely with the experimental results. There arl: several rcasnll.~ that
could have generated these diffcrences: (i) Boundary conditions in the experimental set up were
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not modeled properly in this initial FE model: (ii) Thickness variations in the weld lOe area were
nut modeled properly in the initial FE model: (iii) Variations that oceur in the Youn2'~ modulus
v"Jues as shuwn in Table 4.1 (for the initial FE mnde!. it wus set (0 be 210 GPa): and (Iv) Small
variation.<; in the thickness thai occur througoout the T·joint: in the initial FE model. the
thickm::ss w:lS takcn to be 16 mm everywhere. Although the errors shown in Table S.l are nO!
very 100r£c fur most uf the modes. for crack detcction using model updating procedure, a more
accurate I;E model must be l,teneratctl, Also some variations in thickness. Young's modulus and
houooary eontJitions occur for each spetimen tested; hence a refined FE model. discussed in the
next section, is introduced for each specimen of the plated T~joint.
5.2 Refining of FE Model 10 be Compatible with Experimental Results
It is sccn from Table 5.1 lhat the resulls obtained from the FE model will be usually
tlilferent from that of the experimental model due to the discretion used in FE model. In order
to make these two sets of TCSults compatible. the FE model is nonnally refined to match lhe
eXJlCrimental resulls. It is assumed thaI the experimental model represents the ~truc· model of
lhc structure. Although this may not be lrue alwnys. it can be assumed to be true for most of
the cases. In n FE model. some simplificalions are always inherent in order to gene~ate a
wnrknblc mood. There is also a limitation for the size and lhe number of elements one can use
in n FE model. Thus, there is usually some scope for refining the FE model.
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mode I
mode 3
Illude 2
mtKk4
Figure 5.3 Mode shapes of the plated T·joint
!O5
mode 5 mode 6
mode 7
Figure 5.3 (conl'd)
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In the present study. it was found that the simply supported condition applied lllthc foE
model. did not truly rcpre~nt the supporting conditions provided fnr the lahomtnry sctup. In till'
laboratory setup, the base plate of the T-platc joint was kept ill position hy two e~'limlrical stcel
rods with a certain amount of hOllom plate projection outside these steel rod SUP[)\JrIs. This
projection introduces some rOlalional restraints at these simply supported ('(lims. Further llIore.
the welded reCion of the experimental plated T-joim would he much stiffer than the plated '1'-
Min.objcctivefunctioflS
Relined FE model
Figure 5.4 Procedure used for refining the FE model; {X} represents Ilar:mtclcrs lhal
are varied
joint generated in the initial FE model; the FE model was oblaincd hy joining togcther meshes
of two finite elemented plales, perpendicular to one another. The thickncs.'1 of the experimental
plated T-joint was also not the same throughout. All these variations were laken intn
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ClIn.~ideratjon while relining the FE motlel. Figure 5.4 shows the procedure used to obtain the
rdined FE model. where the objcctiYC function S i~ the same as thm discussed in Section 3.3.
cxprcs.~cd as:
(5.1)
Damping ratios obt'lined from experiment were used in the FE madelia generate the analytical
PRF curycs.
Table 5.2 compares the natural frequencies obtained from the refined model and
experiment. For each specimen, the T-joint welding profile and the end supporting conditions
would he slightly different from those of othcrs. These differences have resulted in lhe variation
bclwl,.'Cn expcrimental and analytical natural frequencies. Therefore. a refined FE model has to
be generated for each specimen. In this study, due to the improper inking and beach marking
for the first two specimens, the crack profiles were nol properly obtained for these two
specimens. Therefore, the model updating procedure was applied only to the specimens #3 - #7.
During the process of model refinement, several parameters were slightly changed. They
illcludl.'d Young's modulus, thicknes.~ plate. length and width of the plate, thickness around the
weld toe and the boundary conditions at the supporting edges (by adding some rotational
rcstraints).
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Table 5.2 Natural frequencies obtained from each ell:perimental specimen lmd tilt,
corresponding refined FE model
Natural
freq. (Hz)
'"
2nd 3,. 4th 5th 6th 71h
Initial FE 75.295 137.67 220.05 336.82 470.80 1088.7 1291.1
model
sped. Refined 74.42 143.79 230.56 358.80 458.13 1110.1 124h.IJ
FE model
#J fupL 75.73 153.78 230.44 454.21 1109.63 1246.3h
model
speci. Refined 75.13 149.49 235.75 351.35 456.96 1094.4 1243.(,
FE model
#4
Expt. 75.84 153.10 235.19 457.89 1109.2 1242.1
model
sped. Refioed 75.455 146.40 234.77 355.35 457.97 IIC:::.O 1245.7
FE modd
#5
Expt. 75.998 165.17 234.15 467.13 1103.9 1245.6
model
sped. Refined 75.07 145.92 227.62 358.46 452.84 1100.8 1228.9
FE model
#6
Expt. 75.54 227.26 456.44 1100.6 1228.7
model
sped. Refined 76.57 173.58 230.71 338.10 475.51 1090.0 1233.9
FE model
#7
Expl. 76.03 174.63 230.39 468.56 1105.6 1233.2
model
As stated previously, the founh mode could not be identified from the experiments due
CO the nature of thaI mode shape and lhe location of the sensors. Also il can be observed fmm
Table 5.2, that tbe second natural frequency is not matched closely. In specimen #6. around the
second resonant frequency double peaks were located very close tll one ilnother in the
experimental FRFs, probably due to the venical plale being welded non-centmlly and ill an
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inclination to the plane pcrpemlicular to the horizontal plate. providing two dissimilar
configurations during the in-plane vibration of the venical plate. Consequently the natural
frequency of that panicular mode could not be extracted. Also the deformation for this mode
{~(:cond moue) was very small where the sensors were located. The signal level was comparable
lO the noi~ leyel. which made it very difficult to identify this mode exactly: this could havc
contrihuted heavily 10 the large differences observcd between analytical and experimental FRFs
around the second mode. Apan from these two modes. the rest of the five modes showed a very
good match. More importantly if one looks at the generated FRFs as shown in Figure 5.5. the
wlmle spectrum. especially at thc dominant modes (i.e. third and seventh modes). is well
matcht:d between the FE and experimental models.
Figure 5.5 shows the FRFs oftlle refined analytical model and intact experimental model.
ohtaincd at points al and all for accelerations. and at s25 and s31 for surface strains. for
specimen #7. It can he sccn that differences between these two models become very small at the
first. third. fifth. sixth and seventh modes. The two dominant modes. which are the third and
seventh modes, are perfectly matched.
Similarly. for specimens #3 - #6, refined finite elernem models were generated. The
strain FRFs of refined analytical model and intacI experimental model. obtained at point s31,
lITe given in Figures 5.6 - 5.9 for all the oTher specimens. It can be found that good agreements
have been oblained between the two models around the dominant peaks. Analytical strain FRF
seems to dh'crge considerably from the experimenTal strain FRF al low signal levels. for
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specimens 113 and #4. It was found later on that thi~ wa~ produced due In the vihration of the
supporting frame. After tightening the bolts connecling Ihe nom and fr:mle :[gain. the fit hctwcclI
the refined FE model and intact experimental modd was found 10 he "cry gml<l. as ~ecn fm Ihc
specimens #5 • #7. It is noticed that at certain frequency nmgcs. the rcspol1~C OUlput signals
were very small; in lhe case of strain gauge output. these signals fall In Ihe same le\'el liS the
noise produced by this type of strain gauge in lahoratol)' envimnment~. For :l hetter
understanding of the behaviour around this frequency region. better strain gauges and iJt~trul1lcll1
setup are required. However. in Ihis study, the model updaling procedure is based Oil the slrain
FRFs around the resonant frequencies (ofT-joint), where good matchings were obtained helween
the analytical and intacl experimental FRFs.
5.3 Model Updating With Experimental Data For Crack Detection
5.3,1 Initial step using changes in strain mode shapes
The idea of using model updating for crack detection is 10 modify the prol'JCnie.~ of' the
finite element model by introducing cracks into the StruClUrc. Since II I1nite e1emenl model
normally consumes a large amount of computational time. il is essential 10 restricl the ;Ire;J (If
modificalion to a small number of elements so as to make the whole process practical and
efficient. The inilial step of using changes in lhe strain mode shapes could identify this small
group of elements. From a previous study (Chen. 1993), it was knnwn that changes in strain
mode shapes were very sensitive 10 cracking compared to the changes in dispiacemem mude
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Figure 5.5 (a) Acceleration FRFs obtained from refined FE model and intact
experimental model allocation:.ll for specimen 1i7. Solid line is for experimental model
and dashed line is for FE model
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Figure S.5(b) Acceleration FRFs obtained from relined FE model and intact
experimental model at location all for specimen #7. Solid line Is for experimental
model and dashed line is for FE model
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Figure 5.5 (c) Strain FRFs obtained from relined FE model and inlact t'll:pcrimcntal
model at location 525 for specimen #1. Solid line is for cxperimcntalmodcl mid da.'ihcd
line is for FE model
Figure 5.5(d) Strain FRFs obtained from refined FE model and intact experimental
model at location 531 for specimen #7. Solid line is for experimental model and dashed
line is for FE model
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Figure 5.6 Strain FRFs obtained from refined FE model and intact experimental
DUlflel at location s31 fOT speeimen 1/3. Solid line is for experimental model and dashed
line is for FE model
Figure 5.7 Strain FRFs obtained from !{'fined FE model and intact experimental
model at location 531 for specimen #4. Solid line is for experimenta\ model and dashed
line is for FE model
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Figure 5.8 Strain FRFs obtained from refined FE model and intact cxpcrimclI1;d
model at location 531 for specimen #5. Solid line is for experimental modcllllld (hl.~hcd
line is for FE modd
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Figure 5.9 Strain FRFs obtained from refined FE model and intact experimental model
at location s31 for specimen #6. Solid line is for experimental model and d:L~hed line is
for FE model
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shapes. A sharp change in the strain mode shape would indicate a damaged zone around this
arcll, although thl; quantity of damage would be difficult 10 determine by considering lhis change
alune. Therefore, the initial step of Cl"dck detection using changes in slrain mooe shapes can
,lpproximatcly determine the zone of the possible crack, thereby reducing the number of finite
clements that lll.-ed to he modified in the model updating procedure. Figure 5.10 shows the first
hending .~train mode shape of specimen 113: it is observed from the figure that significant changes
have occurred around Ihe weld-toc. near one end of the weld-toc. The mher specimens also show
a similar pallcrn. wherein large changes occur somewhere along the weld-toe region. The main
difference between various specimens is that this change could occur on either side of the centre
of the weld toe region, or at Ihe centre. depending on where the crack has initiated.
For complex structures, it may be difficult to obtain the experintental strain mode shapes.
The modal constant (or the magnitude of the strain FRF at a point for a specific resonant mode)
can be used to determine the strain mode shape value at any point under consideration. The
possihle crack area will be near Ihe location (where the slrain gauge is applied) corresponding
tu the largest change of magnitude in strain FRFs (refer Figure 4.16, where the largest change
in stmin FRFs occurred in gauge s31, close 10 the weld-toe). Thereafter a detailed investigalion
Iws to be carried out using the model updating procedure described below.
5.3,2 Perturbation based approach of model updating procedure for crack detection
As SI.:l1ed in Chapter 3. the ohjcclive function for the mod.el updating procedure was chosen
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The first bending strain mode shape of the imact T-jllim
The first bending strain mode shape of the cracked T·joint (after ink staining)
Figure 5.10 Strain mode shapes. before and after cracking (specimen #3)
as follows:
(5.2)
where H" is the FRF obtained from the refined FE model, with a crack: no is the FRF nhtllincd
from the cracked experimental model. WI is the weighting coefficient; .6;,1. is the difference
between the refined FE model and the intact experimemal model; n is the number (If natural
frequencies to be considered: m is the number of the referenced FRF; and I is the numhcr (If
points around Ihe natural frequency in the FRF. Only the sections around the resonant region.
that is the points on either side of Ihe resonant frequency. were used in the calculation of the
II?
Min:objecl;vefunttionS
Figure 5,11 Procedure of model updating for crack detection
objectivl: funclion. Figure 5.11 shows the procedure of modt:! updating for crack detection.
.6ijl can be expressed as follows.
(5.3)
h is assumed that the .6ijl is very small. and will continue to be a constant as the crack grows.
Because of the high sensitivities of strain FRFs at regions close to the crack, they were
used in the model updating procedure. In thi.~ study, slrain FRFs obtained from gauge numbers
526. s31 and 536 were used in the calculation of the objective function (refer to Figure 4.9 for
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Ihe positions). FRF values for five natural frequencies (lsI. 3rd. 5th. 61h and 7th) were used in
Eqn. (5.2) during model updating. As shown in Seclion 5.:!. Ihc n:li",-'<1 FE mlldd had a very
good match wilh the intact experimental model for lSI. Jro. 5th. 61h and 7th R.'Stlll.1ll\
frequencies. while 2nd and 4tJl frequencies 'oI.ocre not very ....-ell matchl.'t) in all the fi,·c !(l'lCcimcn.~.
From Figure 5.5. it can be seen that Ihe dominant modes were the two hendin!! ll'K.ldcli uf 11\1:
boltom plale. namely. 3rd and 71h m<Xks. If the crdck occurs at Ihe centre of the hUlInm [1I:1t~·
then it will have a major innuence on these two modes. Also. iI is secn fRlm Fig.ure 5.5 \hm
strain FRFs of the finite element model (of lhe intact structure) and the intact cxpcrimcl1I,ll
model have a very good malch at l/teSt: two modes. Considering the ahovc effects. thc wcig.llIill~
coefficients Wi were chosen accordingly. It should also he pointcd nut thill it is almost
impossible to have a perfect match between the relined FE model ,ulll the iniaci expcrimcrlt;11
model. although a very close match is a necessary condition. These residmll differences wcre
laken into consideralion in the objective function by Ihe introduction of a. in Eqn. (5.2). A'SI'.
in the experimental FRFs. lhe~ were some ~nanl peaks which wen.: caust:d hy lhe ~'il.lI1ancc
of supponing frames. These resonant peaks will also aff~1 the olher peak!; in the FRFs. ~incc
the effect of these reson.ant peaks would rather tend 10 be a cuOStant around the n..··;ur.::roi ,';':'1ks
under consideration. this would also be represented hy the term a~.
The penurbation melhod discussed in section ].3 was usccJ in the mndd ufXI;lling
procedure. In this study. the design parameters were chosen liS the surfacc length of the crad
(L), the depth of the crack (D) and the location of the ccnlrc uf surface crack (C/. ,lOd the
function S was minimized by changing these three paramcteT:i L. I) and C. 'Inc final value uf
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L.D:mu C lhal gave lhe bCSI fil to the experimental curves were taken3E lhecorrectlenglh.
deplh :InU location of the crack, Line spring clements were u!'Cd 10 simulate the surface crack
present ill the wdd toe region of T-joint. During model updating. different cmel; depths were
lIssigned 10 the nml:1I IK)jnt~ wilh which line spring clements were as.~ociatcd: thus location.
Ic:lt!lh Olnd depth of the crack for all associatl'd nodal points were obtained. While choosing lhe
cr:lck uepth ()f line spring clements. it was assumed that the fatigue crack had a semi-elliptical
profile
Usc ()f line spring elcrnents with shell elements is an approximate method to modelthc
surfal"C crack on a plale. The assumption of a semi·elliptical profile for a fatigue crack may also
uiller from the real crack profile. The resulls from this study. presented in this chapter. show
tltat these approximations an: acceptable for practical situations.
The wrnplctc suliw:sn: programming fur the model updating procedure was carried out
ill the ftlilowing manner: The main control program. and programs for FRF plots and predicted
crack prome plots were wrincn using MATLAB. A sub-program that controls the running of
ABAQUS. calcul,lles the objective fum:tion S, and obtains the H< from outputs of STAR
STRUCT sortware wa:; rJcvdoped using C language. Another small sub-program was developed
III nhlain the H' from the ABAQUS binary output file using FORTRAN language. The choice
Ilf different CClmputer languages is based on efficiency and convenience.
As mentiuned before. specimens #3, #4. #5. #6. and #7 were examined using model
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updating procedure for crack detection. Furthennorc. only ~pccilllcn #7 was examined in detail
for different crack growth intervals. For the remainder of the specimens, Ilnly die cnlck depth
with ink staining mark was used to compare the results ohtained from 111l1del updating, In this
study. the t:lement-by-t:lement approach which utilizes thrce design paramclers was Ilsed.
Therefore the iteration steps required for 11 cnmplele moJe! updating pruccdurc wcre Illlite l<l(!le.
It nonnally takes about 120 steps, and over 48 hours of tUlal cOlllputcr time (CPll + disk
storage + output time in a multi-tasking environment) to complete one mudel upd:llillg
procedure. For specimen #7. it was assumed that the crack occurred symmetrically and lhercf\\rc
C was taken as zero: thus the number of iteration steps was reduced considcrahly
First. specimen #7 was examined for four different crack growth intervals. Fig.ures 5, 12-
5.15 show the FRFs of the T-joint for different crack growth intervals, and the FRFs fml11the
updated FE modd corresponding to these crack growth intervals. These figures alsll compare
the FRFs of cracked plate with the FRFs of intact plate (shown in doned linc). The final results
of model updating procedure. which end lip with the location. lengths and depths of the cr:lck.
are shown in Figure 5, 16. The photo of the cracked cross-section of tht· llate was cnhanct:d lind
sharpened 10 show the ink staining and beach marks which depict profiles ur lhe crack at
differelll crack growth intervals. When the crack initiated. l'f the thrl'C local ions whose stnlin
FRFs (at s26. s31 and s36) were used for calculating the error S. only the gauge s31 fClr which
crack initiation occurred nearby. contributed heavily to the error S. As the crack grew, lhe FRFs
at the other two points (526 and s36) also experienced larger FRF magnitude changes Ol(()UOO the
resonant frequencies.
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Tahk 5.3 I;'ives the Icnglh and depth of crack computed for specimen 117 by the model
urtJatin!! prl!l.:edure. and compares them with actual measured data
Table 5.3 J'redictctl llnd measured crack length and depth at various crack gro\\th
intervals for specimen 117
Crad,growth
interval
c o c D C
mcasurL'tI (rom) 0.0 16.0 6.5 0.0 91.0 1.0 0.0 114.0 7.5 0.0 148.5 8.5
predicted (rom) 0.0 80.0 6.7 0.0 100.0 7.2 0.0 120.0 7.5 0.0 150.0 8.5
crror(%) o -5.3 -3.1 0 ·3.1 -2.9 0 -5.3 0 0 -1.4 0
C '" centre of crack: L '" length of crack: D = depth of cruck.
For the remainder of the specimens, the same model updating procedure was utilized.
Only one fatigue crack growth imerval was investigated, namely the crack growth interval at
which ink staining was used to mark the crack profile. Figures 5.17·5.24 show strain FRFs
at 531 ubtained hy model updating procedure. and the measuredfpredicted cruck profiles for
SrecilllCll~ 113, 114, #5, and #6. Table 5.4 gives the location, length and depth of the crack for
these specimens.
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Figure 5.12 Strain FRFs at crack growth interval 4 for T-joint #7 alloclllilfll sJl.
Solid line: cracked specimen; dashed line: FE model; dotted line: intact specimt'n
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Figure 5.13 Strain FRFs at crack growth interval 5 for T-joint #7 al location s3J.
Solid line: cracked specimen; dashed line: FE model; dotted line: intact specimen
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Figurr 5.14 Sinain FRFs at crack gro\\1h interval 6 for T·joint 17 al location 531.
Solid lint: cracked specimen; dashed line: FE model; dotted line: intad specimen
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Figure 5.15 Strain FRFs al crack ero\\1h interval 7 for T-joint #7 at location s31.
Solid line: cracked specimen: dashed line: FE model: dotted line: inlad specimen
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Figure 5.16 Measured and predicted crack pronle for lhe specimen In, at dirrcrcnl
crack growth intervals
From Tables 5.3 and 5.4, it can be seen that the CrolC" length, rJcrth and Inc:ltioll werc
successfully predicted using the model updating procedure. Wht:n the crnck inili:lIcd
symmetrically, which occurred for specimen 17. the model upd:uin~ rmcedure gave mlln:
accurate prediction than others. Invariably lhere are still 50011: residual errors eAisling in this
procedure. One reason for this error is that the refined finite clement model was nol eXilctly thc
same as that oftheexperimcmal model. From Figures 5.5 • 5.9, it Ciln he st."en lhal althuugh the
FRFs from the finite element model and the cxperimenlal model were vcry close ilnM,lmJ thc
resonant regions, there are still some differences; this difference is givcn hy 6 as detined in
Eqn. (5.3). Since chllnges in FRFs caused by the crack arc also small, errors will incvilahly he
imroduced. Another reason for this error is that the length ell increment in mtKld updating
procedure was chosen as 5 mm: this is justified by the fact that the changc in length Ilf the crack
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was not as sensiliv~ as the chan8t: in depth for modifying the magnitude of strain FRFs.
Moreover this incremcm was also adoplt~d 10 reduce the number of iterations needed for the
whole updating procedure.
Table 5.4 Prtdicted and measured crad: locaHon. length and deptb for 11K' remainder
of test sf)e(imens
Paniculars
specimen 13
L 0
specimen #4
L 0
specimen #5
D
specimen 16
D
measured (mm) 36.0 7.5 101.5119.0 8.5 42.0 48.0 4.5 68.0 41.0 7.5 34.0
predicted (mm) 40.0 8.0 90.0125.0 8.8 40.0 50.0 4.9 60.0 45.0 7.9 30.0
error(%) -11.1 ·6.7 11.3 -5.0 ·3.5 4.8 -4.2 -8.9 11.8 -9.8 -5.3 !l.8
L: length of crack; D: dqXh of crack: c: etlt~ of crack (from the middle of tk plate).
5.4 DiscU5!ions and Summary
It is found from Ihis study INI a very imponalll aspect in using model updating procedure
for crack deteclion i$ lhe obtaining of a refined finite clement model. In Eqn. (5.3), it is shown
that the differences betw~n FRFs of the finite element model with no crack and the intaci
cxpcrimemal mooel is given by,
(SAl
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Figure 5.17 Strain FRFs ofspecimen #3 at location s31. Solid line: cracked spedmcn:
dashed line: FE model; dolled line: inlact specimen
Io'igure 5.18 Measured (ink staining) and predicted crack profile for specimen 13
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Figure 5.19 Strain FRFs or~pecimen 14 at location sJl. Solid line: cracked spedmcn;
dashed line: FE model; dotted line; intact specimen
----------::1
Figure 5.20 Mell5ured (ink staining) and predicted crack profile for specimen #4
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Figure S.Z1 Strain FRrs of specimen #5 at location 53!. Solid line: cracked .~Ilccill\cn;
dashed line: FE model; dotted line: intad specimen
Ii. J,
Figure 5.22 Measured (ink staining) and predicted crack proflJe ror specimen 115
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Figure 5.23 Strain FRFs of specimen 16 at location 531. Solid line: cracked specimen:
da.~hed line: FE model: dotted line: intact specimen
Figure 5.24 Measured (ink staining) and predicted crack profile ror specimen #6
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UI us d~not~ the changes of ~llperimemal FRFs caused hy crack as.
In using the model updating procedule it was ~rved ,ho,1 Ihc pRlCL't1urc ga\'C:l gUild pr.:dielitlll
only when 6< was larger than 4. When {f was comparnblc or leu Ihan ~. unreliahle l\.'Sulls were
oblained. In this study. an ~ffon was made 10 use lhe FRFs al s25 or all illlOC uhjL'Clivc
function of Eqn. (5.2) and delennine the crack location. lenglh :md depth; Ihe updating.
procedure failed to give a reasonabl~ crack prediction. In order to have lll:!ood pll.'t1ielinll u~ing.
model updating procedure. one should have either a lower .6. or II hil:!hcr 6".
Firsl. let us see how I:J. could be lowered. In order to lower it. an aCL'Uratc ant! finc tuned
finite element model has to be gencr.lled. In Ihis siudy. for example. one will uhl:lin l1IC1rc
accurale results if the T-joint hot Spol area was m<X!ellL't1 using ),-0 [inite c1enW:nL~ and H>
singular crack. elemenls. This approach would require a computer with a vcr; large in-<:lIrc
memory and efficient computalional algorilhms. Also the I'TlI.ldcI upc.l:uing procedure woukJ
require a large nu.'JIber of ilerntiolt5lo minimize the error S. which wooltl mean lhat the spcctl
of the comptlter had to be fast enough 10 be practically lISahle.
Second. leI us see how lJ' could be increased. This approach would save :1 Int of time
spent on computer modelling and computations. It is shown from Ihis sludy thlll local slmin
FRFs around Ihe crack area are very sensitive 10 cracking. Allhough the T-joint wa~ mudelled
complete with plale elements (inslead of ),-0 elements at brace-chord junctilln.~ and plate
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elemcnL.. everywhere else), and the crnck was simulaled by line spri~ elemems (instead of
sillb'lJlar ClXt cJemenlsJ, a rood crxt prediction has been achie\'ed (as shown from !he results).
Ore drawback of Ihis approach in real SlrUCIUn:s is findin~ Ihis critical area. It means lhal a
certain number of SU1Iin gau!cs have to be: applied around cntal areas,
In general, !his study provides a new methodology for erack dett:ction in plate-type
struclures. The critical joint area can be modelled using shallow shell elements and line spring
dements can he used \0 simulate the crack. Local strain frequenCy response funclions, which
an: very sensitive lO craCking, can be used in the objective funclion for the model updaling
prtX:Cdurc. lIy carefully choosing the localion ofslrain gauges. certain pre-assigned accuracy in
gCII:r1l.1ing lhe refined finite ele~nl model. and using proper weighting coefficients for
calculaling lhe error S, a good prediction which will give resullsclose to the actual crack lenglh,
depth and location an be achieved.
Some of the salient resul15 reponed in this chapler include: (i) Prediction of detailed
crack profiks (location. surface length and depth) that compare very well with !he measured
experimental values for allihe plated T-join15leS1cd: (ii) Development of a refined FE model
thaI matches closely lile FRFs of the experimental model: and (iii) The application of model
updaling procedure for crack detection in plate-type struclures.
IJ2
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
A crack detection method using modelllrd~ling procL'durc was presented ill this sluuy.
In order 10 develop a perspective view of the problem. a $Ialc·of·an study on CT:lck illcntilic:llll111
and detection was carried out identifying salient development and mclhodulop.it.'S.
Two different methods based on (i) An optimizalion procedure followed hy minimi7;1l itlll
using Lagrangian muJtipl~rs. and (ii) Minimization ba..-.ed on perturbation ofp.'lincnt parJIIlClCrS
were investigated and the perturbation-based minimization mcttlod aOOptt."d for investigating the
problem. due [Q ilS suilabiJity and applicability. An experimental study was carril-d \lui un seven
plated T-joinlS fatiguing them to a predefined cycle level and then carrying OUI dynamic llItK!;11
testing 10 identify characteristic dynamic modal parameters. For the seven ICSl~ t1iflcrent fatigue
load ratios were used (viz.. -I anti 0) to make thl: procedure more general. Ink staining and
beach marking procedures were used to delineate the experimental crack profiles ohtilincd uuri/1lt
the fatigue crack growth interval, After the ex.periment the joint was brokcn open, the craek
profile photographed and transferred to computer images by scanning and ston.-d in computer
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Finite clement siudies were carried OUt for uncrJcked plated T-joil1lmmil:1 and com~ineLi
wilh thc results of lhe allow memioned experimental study on uncracked T-joiOls (using model
updating procedurt") 10 generale a relined uncraeked analytical model. Using this refined
analytical model :lIld line spring elements to model the cl1lck, the results of the experimental
sludy were comnined with lhe progressive crack growth developmeOl in lhe analYlical model to
idcmify crack location and size. The error belween the identified cracked analytical model and
emc!<ed cxpeliu;cnlal model varied hetween 0 10 12 %, the minimum error oblained being for
.symmetrk central cracking in plated T-joints and the maximum error for asymmetric noncentral
emcking.
Based on these studies, major contributions of lhis study are given as; (0 Use of model
updming procooures based on lhe penurbalion method, and the use of the difference of the main
mode snapes to locate lhe crack: (ii) Development of a model Updating procedure (using line
spring elements) that can adjust the length and depth of the crack automatically for model
updating: and (iii) Detennination of the location. length and depth of fatigue cracks in a
plate-lype slructure and verifying the accuracy of this procedure on five tested r-joints. The
methodology developed and presenled here and the accuracy the method was able 10 achicve in
solving a crack detection problem have not been available in the open literature to-dale.
A~ a consequence of Ihis stUdy. a crack delection methodology using model Updating
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procedure for plate-type structures can be dl:scrihcd as follows:
Apply strain gauges around critical areas of the structun:, de~enl\ined earlier l"nun finite
dement analysis or any othl:r ;lppHcablc method
ii) Then carl)' out modal tests on the initial intact prototYPI: structure, and rct.:urd the FRFs.
iii) Thereafter generate a calibrated finite element model. and refine it as close as pos.~ibk
to the real intact structure by matching the wITespomJing FRFs.
iv) When the structure has undergone some fatigue cracking. due to in-situ Inauing
conditions, carry out modal testing oncl: again and obtain FRFs fnr this d:mlllgcd
structure.
v) Compare these FRFs with the calibrated FRFs of the prototype strut.:ture. If no changes
occor between the refined analytical model and the experimental model, then Ihc
structure has not developed any further crack growth; if thcre arc some changes,
especially when there are frequency shifts and amplitude changes at certain points, more
delailed investigations are required to determine whether these changes arc caused by a
crack or by other changes that occur in ;; structure such as soil erosion and strength
degradation around pile embedment locatinns. lliogrowth on the structure or rna.~s
changes occurring on the top of the offshore platform (due to drill pipe stacking or
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u.~age, drill mud ~torage or depletion etc.)
vi) If the ch~nges are identified as those due to cracking. then modify the refined finite
clement mndel hy introducing cracks at those points where thc magnitude of Ihe FRFs
decreased/increased the most. Usc model updating procedure to determine the location
and extent of cracking. By varying the length and the depth of the crack and the location
(If the crack. within some small range. the final accurate estimation of the crack CllUld
bt: made at the end ufthe procedure.
Although the study was applied only to plated T-joints. the procedure mentioned above
could Ix: llpplied to any kind of structure. The real challenge for a complex structure would be
the creation of Ihe refined finite clement model. Because a small crack will have 11 significant
effect only locally. which would be shown by the changes in the local strain FRFs. a fine mesh
is necessary for the FE model to simulate the exact geometry and boundary conditions. Based
on this fine mesh, cracks could be introduced into the refined finite element model to simulate
the real faligue cracks. Usc of these fine meshes in certain areas may require a large amount or
cumputcr space and a faster computer speed so that a workable finite element model could be
made for cumplex structures. Since the computer industry is developing at a rapid speed. this
tl,.'l;hnique could be easily applied 10 more complex structures.
The other advantage of the model updating procedure, besides the accurate estimation of
the ljlligue crack profile. is the identification of changes caused by other effects. For example,
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in offshore slructures, many faclors bdides crackinA: will arr~1 !he dynamic hchavi\lur \If
struclures. Marine growlh. change of deck weights. suil cnlSiuli al h:.S4,' uf plalfonns. elc. will
also affect ItIe various modal par3mt:lt:rs. But. the type tlf Ch:lll~l"S cauSl,.'l.! h~' the allt"'e
mentioned factors .....,ouid be diffcn:nt from Ihat ohlailll.'d due ltl craekin!! at till' Wcllk'd juiuls
of lhese suuctures. Ont: major differenct: will be the ehangt:s nhlaillctl fur strain H~h.
Occurrence of a crack at one joint of 3 structUre will cause ctmlparati\'dy largcr changes in
magnitude of strain FRFs around the cracked area as well as frequency shifts and shtlW nUb'
frequency shifts for FRFs of other areas. Ollter factors such as marine grnwlh, suil ertlsilm :11111
mass changes will nonnally cause global changes all \1\'cr the StruCtUTC. By eX:llnining the
updated finite element model, and comparing il with thCl;xpcrirnentul FRFs of the rt':ll structurc.
it should be possible to dislinguish lhe changes in FRFs C:lU5l.'tl hy f:lliguc crHcks frum lIlher
faclors, It is suggested that funher research investigation he Carried nUl in this urea using the
model updaling procedure presented in this study for more realistic structures under re:.lislie
environmems (other than laboratory conditions): also validity of the model updaling pmcl,.'tIure
to ascenain changes due 10 sub-~ marine growth. soil erO!iion and deck mas... Chanl!l"S .........-ds
10 be established for laboralory or prOtotype conditions.
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APPENDIX I
METHODS FOR MODAL PARAMETER
EXTRACTION
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1.1 I'cak .~carchinJ: method
Perhaps the simplesl methoow extract modal parameters from e:<perimental FRFs is the
"pc,lk scarching~ or "peak-picking" method. This method is suilable for structures whose FRF
exhibits well ~rar.lled modes which are not so lightly-damped thaI accurate measurements al
reson;mcc are difficult to obtain, and not so heavily damped thai the response at resonance is
strongly innuenced by more than one mode. Althuugh this appears to limit the applicability of
lhis method. nevertheless. in most cases, FRFs do exhibit not so lightly and not so heavily
u,lJlljlCd behaviours. Fur these lypical cases. this method can be used as an initial estimator
bJ.'C<lUse it is so simple 10 apply. The procedure to apply tbe method is as follows:
(I) First. individual resonaoce peak is detected on the FRF plot. and the frequency of
maximum response is taken as the natural frequency of that mode (w,):
(2) Second. the maximum value of the FRF is noted (IHI) and the frequency bandwidth of
the function for a response level of IHltV2 is determined (Aw). The two points thus
identified as w, and <lit> are the "half-power points";
(3) The damping ratio of the mode in question can now be eSlimated from the following
formul,,;
.I," !1w1w, (AU)
whercAw=w.,-w.
(4) Finally. the modal constant of the mode being analyzed can ~ estimated from the
fol1owinl) equation:
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A, " jHI.",lw;-w;)
where I HI.,,, is the maximum vil!ue of the FRF at lhe peak ~lilli.
1.2 Polynomial method
This method fits a polynomial function, in n rational fraction fnml, III FRF Uill;l ill a
frequency band around the resonant peak, The filling is done in a lcast-~quilrcll errlll' Sell.~e:
sometimes this method is also called the Rational Fraction Leasl Squ:lres (RFLS) melhod. When
this method is used for a single degree of freedom, the nmdal frelluem:y, lhe percentage of
critical damping ratio, and the complex. residue (magnitude and phaliC) for the nmde eun he
identified by solving the polynomial as it repre5ents an equation of molion for Ihe systelll.
This method can also be used for multipl~-degrccs·or-rn:ed()m system (MDOfol. After
specifying the number of modes in lhe fit frequency range. the SYSlCllI is snlved using lhe
polynomial as it represents lhe equations of motion of a Moor system.
The polynomial method fits extra residual polynomial tenns to the d:lla to cnmren~ale
for the effects of modes which are outside the curve-fitting frequency hand. TheSe rcsidU:11 terms
are used to synthesize the fit function, Therefore Ihe contribution due to the (lul-uf·hand mllde.~
can be observed by comparing the synthesized and measured FRF dtlllL.
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1.3 Grdc fjUin~ method
For .1 soor: system, the frequency response functiun can be written as·
J-I(wl" __' __
(k-w:m'~i(wc)
where III is the mass. k is the sliffness and c is Lhedamping
Using Ihe relalionship hc[ween thc velocity and displacement
U, '" U = iwH(w)c ....
tlte fllllowing vcl(x;ity form of the FRf (dl'signated as Uv(w)) can be wriuen as:
(AUI
(Al.4)
·nlc real and im.aginary pans can now easily he separated as:
I.cl1ing Zl = Re(U..} - lllc and Z: "" Im(U,.). the following equation can be obtained:
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(Al.6)
(A 1.7)
which is in fact th~ ~qulllion of a circle with radius of 112c and cCl1lrcu at (l/~c. Ill.
i'..,i,.,)
I/;;....../i\ 0." RCIlJ
1 I I \ ,(1*\ \V~J.w., I ~
"1<
,
Figure AI. I Modal circle for rceeplanec
Figure AI.! shows the properties of the modal circle (also tallL'tI NY4Uist plnl) lilr a
displacement FRF (recepmnce).
The natural frequency w, is the frequency value uftlle point alnng tlte tircle where sweep
ralc is maximum. The method of obtaining the nalurd) rrequeney W, is expl:lincd ):lter.
The damping ratio can be determined by usinG any two puints un lite either side of w,
frornthe (ol1owingequation:
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r, • -,--- 'W:.-:_--,"';-,'__--,-
!2w,[w,,,n[i]- ""nl~l]} (A1.9l
The mndal cunstant (or residue) can he d~f1Vl'll frum the modal circle diameter using. the
follllw;ng equation:
(ALlO)
where D is the diameter IIf lhe modal circle for I1h frequency (sec Ewins. 1996 for details).
Fm the MOOF system. lhe Nyquist plots ofFRF data fann a section of near-circular art
cnm-spontling 10 the regions near the namrod frequencies. This ITICthod. based on lhe fact that
in the vicinity of resonance the behaviour of most systems is dominated by a single mode. can
he cxpn.'SSC'd as follows:
when: ",,"sIR is the damping loss faclOr; same holds good for '1\'
Since Ihe SDOF assumption is valid for a small range of frequencies in the vicinity of
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a natural frequenc)' 11:, the second ternl on the right hano side of the ;lho\'c c1luatitlll i~
approximately independent of Frequency (t: hence the illlll\'e equ:niol1 call h<.' rc\\'riucil ;l~:
The procedure oFcirclc-tiltechniquc can bctlescrihcd as fll!lows:
(I) select points to he used:
(2; l'ilcircle,andca!culatequalityoFfit:
(3) locate natural Frequency, obtain dampingr.llio l,.'Slimate:
(4) ca!culalcmultipledampingestimates, and the SC311cr:
(5) dClCnnirlC mudal constant.
Step (1)ean be made hy selecting points on either Silk oFimy iUclI!ifit..>J maximum
response of an FRF. The number of points should eocompa.'i$ some 270~ of the circie. Nllt Icss
than 6 points should be used.
Step (2) can be perfonned by one of numemus curvc-llllin1,! mutincs <100 consists simply
of finding a circle which gives a least-squaresucviation l'nrthc p<.lints includt'l.l.
Step (3) can be implemented by constnlcting rduial lines fmm the drcle eernrc In a
succession ofpoims aroullll the resonance and hy noting Ihe angles thcy suhtcnd with c:lcll lIther.
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Then, lhe rate of swccp through the region can he estimated and the frequency 3t which it
reaches a muximum ean he ohtained. This panicular frequcncy is the nalural frequency in
question. Al the samc limc, an estimation of d~mping rdliu can be derivc:d usin!:! the equation
given ;lbuve.
Next, lur step (4). iI .~ct or damping estimates arc computed using evcry possihle
comhin:ltiun from selected points or one point bclo\\· natural frequency and the olher ahove it
and Eqn. (1\1.9). If the deviation is less than 4-5%, then the mean value of the damping is the
cstimated value for the sySlem. If the deviation is 20 or 30%. then the estimation is
unsatisfactory. More sludy should he carried around this [IOint for damping estimation.
Step (5). is ttl determine the modal COnst3nt from the diameter of the :::ircle. and from
its uriemation rel,Hive wlhe real and imaginary axes
Finally, it is dtsirdblc to construct a theoTCtically-regeneraled FRF plot against the
ori,!!.in,tlly mcasured data. In tlte vicinity of the rts(mam region, tltt)' should appear vcry close
III OI~anothcr.
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APPENDIX II
WELDING PROCEDURE
SPECIFICATIONS
1S3
I. Scope
This specification cuvers welding and related operations for!~ fabrication ofT-joint by Manual
Shieldt:d Metal an: Process in G40.21 Gradc 350 WT materials. and is ~cnerally in accordance
with CSA Standard W59-1982 ~Welded Steel COll5lruction" (Metal Arc Welding). T}'pical
welded juint gt:umctry is shown in Figure AII.I.
2. Welding
Welding will be pcrfonned hy Manual Shielded
Metal Arc Process.
3. I»reparation
hlg:cs ,mt! surface of parts 10 be welded shall be
prepared hy name·euning. 'nley shall be smooth.
uniform and free of fins. lems. cracks and other
Figure AII.I Typical welded joint
geometry
defects which would adverrely affecl the quality or slrength of lhe weld. Surfaces to be welded
Sl~lll also he free. within IWO inches of any weld location. from loose or thick scale. slag. rust.
paint. grease. moi~ure aro other foreign material that will prevent proper welding or produce
llbjeelionablc fumes.
,I. ')rehelll
Prior to lacking ur welding. the base metal shall be preheated and the heat maintained during
welding al Ihe minimum temperature of 15 ·C. Preheating will be accomplished by means of
name torches. Preheating shall consisl of heating a band of [h~ hase me[al equal to [he lhickness
uf tht:: ha~c mel.1!. but nut less than 3 inches on either side of the joint [0 the desired
Icmpt::TOllure. amlm;lintaining this temperature durinll welding.
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S. Distortion Control
In aurnlblin! and joining. the procedure and SClllICIlI.:l.· shall ~. sud! a~ will nlinimizr dis(Un~1ll
and shrinkagt. In so far as prlClic3tl1c. 311 welds smillie ~lcflllSill'l.l in a setjIlC!k't' lhal "ill
balance: the: ipplied heat of wdding while Ihe "elding ~resSl."S.
6. Appearance of Welding Layers
lbe weldingcurTeni aDd manner of depositing the weld mc:lal sh:lll he such thai Utltkn:ullinj: 1111
the side walls of the welding troove or the adjoining base matl.'f~ll ~hall Ill: limill.'tIlll .:!5 nlnt
for areas subjected 10 fatigue lesting.
7. Cleaning
Cleaning of previously deposiled laycl1 shall br,:done by wire brushing or hy I1IcChal1ic~llIlc;ll1S.
ifnecc:ssary, beforcthe next layer is depositcd.
8. Defects
Surface defects appearing on any weld bead shill he removed by l!rilll.1int and n.'wddr...'I.I. if
nemsary, bdore tbenext layer is tkposited.
9. Trtalmenl of Sttood Side or Welding Groo~e
The root oflhe jointwll be: arc-gouged 10 produce a groove COOIour sulNantially confunnillf!
to the preq~Jified sinpe V-joint. and iI5 depth shall be adequale 10 ensure complet!: pcnclr.tlilln
into lhe: previously deposited wdd metJl.
to. FinishedJointPronie
The weld profile shall conform 10 a 45' reinforcing fillel as shown in Figure 1\11.2, and the
capping runs shall be: carrietl 001 by rim deposiling iI butlerins nm. to Siye iI gUild weld llJ<:
angle and then fillinglhe bulk of the copping rullS. In all cases. Ihe weld 100.: angle ~hall cunfnrnl
to the "dimc· tcst as irKliC<ltctl in thc figure.
Th<J1 is. a disc of radius 1/2 shall bc placed
against Ihc hutling w~ltI run anti the
longiludinal plall:. anti a I mm diametcr wire
sh<J1J nOI pass hetween the tlisc and the
hUllcring run in thl.: weld lUI.: region. In all
COlst.'Ji. the maximum amounl or undercut al
thc weid IOC shall not exceed 0.25 mm.
Figure AI!.2 Dime test for the T -joint
welding
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APPENDIX III
NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND
DAMPING RATIOS OBTAINED FROM
THE EXPERIMENTS ON SEVEN PLATED
T-JOINTS
157
Fatigue I. 2nd Jro 5th 6th 7th
stag!:
Spc:cimt:n#1
Natural frequeocfes (Hz)
2 !SUI 155,96 232.44 451.33 1110.53 1246.04
J 83.43 156.16 232.70 454.41 1111.85 1250.03
4 8].53 156.08 232.28 45].28 1111.57 1247.08
3 K3.67 155.92 226.95 452.64 1111.54 124~.08
(, 8].36 155.57 223.13 451.38 J110.66 1241.66
7 82.n 154.88 223.80 449.34 1109.75 1240.45
, 8].33 154.34 220.61 447.09 1108.36 1235.00
9 82.51 150.11 196.52 431.54 1103.67 1117.17
10 66.]5 82.38 161.94 419.77 1093.13 1181.15
Damping ralKts (%)
1.00 050551 0.84323 D.246Jl 0.07990 0.26867
3 1.03 0.39151 0.86329 0.20199 0.09701 0.20833
4 1.12 0.40551 0.90765 0.24679 0.09031 0.52924
3 1.74 0.47993 0.90723 0.27598 0.09081 0.19118
6 1.67 0.44385 1.17 0.27349 0.09:81 0.21376
7 1.30 0.41742 1.36 0.21639 0.09102 0.42507
8 1.81 0.44159 1.33 0.29711 0.11086 0.47164
9 1.01 0.56126 0.93800 0.51490 0.17082 0.63872
10 0.33432 1.59 1.05 0.31956 0.15120 0.51986
Specimen #2
Nalural frequencies (Hz)
I 76.84 154.58 232.71 455.94 1118.90 1256.26
2 76.69 154.30 232.44 454.&8 1113.29 1252.78
J 76.64 154.17 231.66 454.69 1113.38 1252.59
4 76.69 154.16 231.70 454.82 1113.39 1252.41
3 76.60 154.03 231.70 454.52 1113.28 1251.99
6 76.61 154.10 231.63 454.74 1113.34 1251.50
7 76.70 154.06 231.56 454.82 1113.46 1251.68
, 76.42 154.01 231.46 454.87 1113.51 1251.62
9 76.66 153.96 231.47 454.66 1113.51 1251.15
10 76.65 154.11 231.64 454.68 1113.13 1250.94
11 76.58 154.17 231.30 454.48 1113.03 1249.21
"
76.67 153.92 231.08 454.73 1113.11 1249.37
Il 76.70 153.97 230.88 454.58 1113.06 1249.47
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Fatigue lSI 2nd 3'" 51h 6lh 7lh
stage
14 76.46 153.85 230.78 454.59 1113.04 1249.011
15 76.53 153.81 230.87 454.18 1112.97 1241UlJ
16 76.51 153.79 230.68 454.l:! IIIHl4 1249.·m
17 76.48 153.67 230.49 454.13 1112.98 1:!49.ltl
18 76.59 153.60 230.29 453.QI 1112.9~ 1241<.Q3
19 76.50 153.63 230.50 453.89 1112.67 1~48.31)
20 76.64 1S3.53 230.16 453.72 1112.54 1247.83
21 76.43 153.49 230.36 453.71 1112.36 1:!47.14
22 76.42 153.38 229.82 453.58 1112.51 1247.3K
23 76.45 153.26 229.42 453.40 1112.14 124fJ.7·1
24 76.48 153.18 229.82 453.56 1112.29 1247.32
25 76.43 153.07 229.66 453.31 1111.85 124(1.~2
26 76.35 152.58 229.10 453.06 1111.63 124H~
21 76.32 152.36 228.83 453.00 1111.22 1245.22
28 76.29 152.33 228.50 452.00 1110.71 1244.46
29 76.15 151.98 221.08 451.67 1110.36 12.44.02
30 75.98 1S1.87 227.45 451.90 1110.02 1243.79
31 76.03 151.74 226.87 451.39 1109.69 1243.46
32 75.91 151.44 226.95 451.17 1109.53 1243.13
33 75.89 151.33 226.48 451.02 111YJ.41 1243.02
34 75.74 151.42 226.36 450.83 1108.98 1242.46
35 75.70 151.50 226.31 451.17 1108.95 1242.40
36 75.60 151.31 225.72 450.42 1108.78 1242.25
31 75.71 150.98 225.93 450.87 1109.37 1242.77
38 75.56 151.33 225.07 449.70 1108.39 124l.tiO
39 75.29 I;iLl7 224.51 449.68 1108.10 1241.10
40 75.17 151.08 224.04 449.20 1107.86 1237.14
41 74.77 150.94 219.60 447.44 1107.02 1233.10
42 72.98 144.58 198.81 443.58 1104.16 1223.36
Damping ratios <,,>
1 0.23232 0.54618 1.14 0.19997 0.16231 0.38111
2 0.19498 0.48736 1.30 0.22754 0.05917 0.40107
3 0.26924 0.40120 1.52 0.21774 0.05622 0.40273
4 0.30645 0.44444 1.38 0.22346 0.05876 0.39451
5 0.32926 0.49337 1.34 0.20890 0.05410 0.40155
6 0.29355 0.53190 1.22 0.22119 0.05457 0.40985
1 0.29166 0.54650 1.23 0.23586 0.05819 0.41519
8 0.33714 0.49245 1.26 0.23946 0.05833 0.3H538
9 0.29415 0.48790 1.28 0.21946 0.05317 0.41590
10 0.34084 0.53967 1.28 0.23937 0.05487 0.43590
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Fatigue ,,, 2"" ),d 5.h 6th 7th
stage:
0.05453 0.41359
"
0.27407 0.73023 1.38 0.21414
Il 0.332n 053783 1.36 0.23384 0.05530 0.40008
Il 0.277fjJ 0.62714 1.28 0.22946 0.05653 0.39482
14 0.32490 0.48409 1.28 0.22809 0.05365 0.37637
15 0.29932 0.59976 1.20 0.22246 0.05480 0.39001
16 0.33283 () 60334 1.38 0.22090 0.05764 0.39510
17 0.31403 0.55446 1.28 0.22649 0.05678 0.39355
18 0.44564 0.55080 1.18 0.21804 0.05518 0.40445
19 0.25461 0.47976 1.34 0.22634 0.05777 0.41103
20 0.32400 0.46401 1.19 0.22844 0.05589 0.38630
21 0.42043 0.55245 1.23 0.22321 0.05550 0.40288
22 0.28582 0.44114 1.23 0.21526 0.05609 0.43251
23 0.35676 0.57861 1.06 0.21300 0.05331 0.40506
2' 0.34919 0.54765 1.15 0.23226 0.05873 0.40174
25 0.35612 0.60725 1.20 0.23323 0.05581 0.38463
2. 0.35665 0.65052 1.31 0.22093 0.05428 0.36120
21 0.24651 0.51117 1.25 0.23880 0.05385 0.39242
28 0.21505 0.49643 1.22 0.21200 0.05736 0.29303
29 0.19895 0.51264 1.23 0.21747 0.05582 0.29658
30 0.22279 0.45655 1.10 0.22.3. 0.05638 0.24590
31 0.35586 0.42277 1.01 0.21362 0.05984 0.24307
32 0.39628 0.53806 1.00 0.21876 0.05702 0.22503
33 0.21337 0045713 0.88920 0.22399 0.05925 0.23260
3' 0.44981 0.59092 0.98997 0.22501 0.05906 0.21165
35 0.22143 0.48078 1.04 0.20760 0.05827 0.21839
36 0.44756 0.53497 0.94605 0.19328 0.06033 0.22522
31 0.20318 0.30856 1.09 0.23294 0.06086 0.24659
38 0.41026 0.54743 1.02 0.20380 0.05907 0.17524
39 0.51691 0.5995. 0.95638 0.2[747 0.06308 0.18782
40 0.30746 0.43979 O.73'D.7 0.20942 0.06036 0.25750
41 0.37697 0.39797 1.63 0.19448 0.05858 0.30911
42 0.11197 0.46995 1.20 0.20386 0.14118 0.32197
Specimen 13
Natural frequencies (Hz)
76.13 153.73 230.96 454.73 1110.39 1250.23
75.73 153.78 230.44 454.21 1109.63 1246.36
75.73 153.73 230.19 454.03 1109.54 1244.93
75.64 153.69 230.69 454.27 1109.52 1245.19
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Fatigue I. 2"" 3m 5th 6th 7<h
stage
• 74.82 153.71 230.30 ·m.S7 1109.56 1244.565 75.78 1.53.76 230.72 "54.05 11(}Q.51 1244.62
6 75.85 153.80 230.36 "53.79 IH)IJ.~ 12..... 21
7 75.76 153.71 230.03 "53.92 1109.7~ 12"5.22
8 76.02 153.77 230.53 453.71 1109.60 1244.72
9 75,99 153.81 230.41 453.66 1109.50 12..... 51
10 75.96 153.51 230.08 453.86 1109.-14 12..... 2!l
II 75.54 153.58 230.12 453.69 1109.46 1244.05
12 75.12 153.55 229.61 453.65 1109.42 1:?43.l)4
13 75.98 153.65 229.82 453.60 1109.48 1244.32
"
75.48 153.31 230.00 453.50 1109.35 12"3.H5
15 75.87 153.17 229.88 453.24 11{)lJ.OS 1243.90
16 75.63 153.25 228.92 453.18 IIOB.5H 124:\.42
I7 75.92 153.05 228.55 "52.77 1108.21 1242.lJH
18 75.82 J52.85 227.n 452.25 1107.41 1241.%
19 75.59 152.63 227.95 452.12 1107.46 1242.40
20 75.44 152,27 226.75 451.23 1106.44 123M. 15
21 75.33 151.89 226.16 4.50.63 1106.09 1237.28
22 75.18 151.63 226.15 450.11 1106.06 1237.50
23 75.05 151.14 225.88 449.99 1106.29 1238.14
24 74.91 151.20 225.40 449.59 lit15.21 1236.49
25 75.01 151.26 225.19 449.01 1104.85 1235.07
26 74.45 146.70 220.80 441.91 1104.16 1233.12
27 72.93 145.08 201.58 443.10 1102.43 1222.73
Damping ratio (%)
0 0.48892 0.52444 1.20 0.17415 0.06833 0.46729
1 0.33395 0.54319 1.22 0.16514 0.06365 0.34737
2 0.44343 0.54914 1.46 0.17101 0.06215 0.27961
3 0.50369 0.46118 1.28 0.11914 0.06037 0.29924
4 0.32691 0.51653 1.23 0.16431 0.06188 0.26169
5 0.56601 0.532n4 1.28 0.17352 0.06169 0.26920
6 0.60501 0.53064 1.40 0.15950 0.05904 0.2459\
7 0.53688 0.50538 1.45 0.15741 0.06254 0.31512
8 0.45520 0.50888 1.38 0.15470 0.05893 0.27929
9 0.49351 0.51351 1.44 0.15766 0.06137 0.27267
10 0.41583 0.50994 1.19 0.16561 0.05961 0.29246
II 0.47165 0.47151 1.42 0.11123 0.05911 1l.26084
12 0.63882 0.49n8 1.50 0.16089 0.05773 1l.2520S
13 0.39483 0.62238 1.41 0."926 0.05982 0.27141
14 0.43537 0.53225 1.36 0.17869 0.05671 0.27067
161
hlli!!UI: Is! ,." 3", 5th 6th 7th
slil!!!:
15 014630 0.39941 1.43 0.16494 0.05870 0.26469
If, 0.27477 0.59167 1.50 0.16788 0.06582 0.24231
17 0.29948 0.58020 1.23 0.16310 0.06819 0.23111
'"
0.19707 0.56344 1.21 0.15070 0.06182 0.20290
19 0.24944 0.61833 1.14 0.15793 0.05283 0.21780
20 0.18886 0.59184 0.90395 0.16198 0.04980 0.16856
21 0,17369 0.56202 0.73582 0.17369 0.03783 0.20195
22 0.31R87 0.53301 0.62839 0.17600 0.10523 0.22336
23 0.44227 0.60032 0.92975 0.17929 0.\0927 0.24005
24 0,38511 0.35151 0.62018 0.19318 0.11164 0.28639
"
0,73756 0.52768 0.78703 0.18214 0.11628 0.28369
26 0.79519 0.45636 1.70 0.17801 0.on63 0,31559
27 0.41289 0.47097 1.05 0.16460 0.05052 0.28767
Sjll:clml:II#4
NalUral frequencies (Hz)
J 75.839 153.10 235.189 457.889 1109.22 1242.06
4 75.9-17 234.618 456.12 1109.70 1240.95
5 75.929 234.708 456.18 1109.93 1240.72
"
75.813 234.489 456.22 1109.28 124054
7 75.727 233.893 456.16 1108.93 1239.87
8 74.761 223.031 456.08 1101.13 1235.84
9 73.757 208.488 454.60 1095.40 1224.95
10 71.988 197.677 453.91 1092.49 1212.28
II 65.00] 122.681 409.88 1074.06 1151.26
Damping ratios (%)
J 0.08757 1.460 0.83350 0.18594 0.28793 0.22891
4 0.09268 0.76063 0,23221 0.30140 0.20352
5 0.26647 0.75542 0.24083 0.31599 0.19724
"
0.06130 0,75179 0.24140 0.35748 0.20825
7 0.07340 0.75212 0.24432 0.36581 0.20873
8 0.13035 1.169 0.30953 0.25666 0.30015
Q 0.03863 0.82612 0.47376 0.17273 0.47878
10 0.19071 1.060 0.56354 0.28903 0.26271
II 0.96709 0.26399 0.28804 0.1l747
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Fatigue 1" 2nd 3rd 51h 6th 7eh
stage
Specimen 115
Naeuml frequencies (Hz)
0 75.998 165.171 234.1';" 467.132 1103.97 1245.f)(1
1 76.067 166.561 232.275 466.857 l103.IS 1231).14
2 76.175 166.763 232.340 467.028 1103..57 1:!31U3
3 76.110 166.963 232.449 466.967 1103.95 1:!3lJ.l}l
4 76.133 167.168 232.643 467.153 1103.9(1 12:N.:!h
5 75.66: 167.290 232.372 466.900 1104.12 12:.9.23
6 75.899 167.117 231.799 466.641 1103.63 123S,43
7 75.713 166.196 229.433 466.326 1102.91 1237.27
8 75.572 165.202 224.009 466.495 1102.Q7 12.3-1.89
9 72.701 165.216 201.290 464.935 1095.53 I:n2.58
10 66.124 154.108 176.068 462.359 \088.21 1205.61
Dampingratirn;(%)
0 0.03000 1.694 0.78128 0.69614 0.18370 (1.31514
1 0.03110 2.292 0.73600 0.67864 0.21097 O.2S930
2 0.04894 2.344 0.72734 0.69750 0.21906 0.22827
3 0.01849 2.630 0.75916 0.70275 0.24289 0.25121
4 0.05136 2.776 0.81606 0.73732 0.22616 0.24185
5 0.01405 2.444 0.73293 0.72168 0.22627 0.25169
6 0.12540 2.545 0.75542 0.73160 0.22257 tJ.23H32
7 0.08268 2.621 0.84315 0.67008 0.22147 0.24737
8 0.1I833 3.013 0.93090 0.73589 0.17819 0.27078
9 0.21152 1.680 2.009 0.65319 0.24327 0.27650
10 0.32864 2.228 1.134 0.49615 0.12790 O.2.'i607
Specimen 116
Natural frequencies (Hz)
75.544 227.259 456.44 1100.59 1228.72
75.638 226.945 456.61 1100.95 1227.HO
75.520 227.196 456.84 1lO1.4C1 1227.93
75.321 227.532 457.03 1101.65 1228.21
75.555 227.588 457.18 1102.07 1228.37
75.606 227.55J 457.18 1101.93 1227.74
75.326 227.810 457.J2 1102.25 I221Ul2
75.608 228.173 457.22 1102.23 1228.51
75.614 228.058 457.16 1102.76 1228.H4
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Fatigue 1st ", 3,d 5th 6,h 7th
slage
, 75.500 225.372 457.10 1101.64 1226.80
III 75.230 223.728 457.02 1101.25 1225.94
Ii 74.892 219.212 457.17 1100.36 1224.13
12 72.210 197.905 457.21 1091.36 1210.02
Damping ratios (%)
0 0.03301 0.64698 0.18929 0.14419 0.19700
I 0.01729 0.61928 0.17041 0.12724 0.19359
, 0.02907 0.62427 0.14665 0.tJJ08 0.19114
3 0.00126 0.62734 0.13950 0.10340 0.21074
4 0.0430l 0.67304 0.18168 0.11225 0.20711
5 0.05617 0.60169 0.16000 0.12161 0.17090
6 0.00939 0.61162 0.14905 0.12640 0.17655
7 0.05787 0.71236 0.16888 0.10471 0.20934
, 0.02650 0.68965 0.13625 0.12195 0.20150
, 0.04690 0.62572 0.15590 0.11618 0.18906
10 0.13381 0.62309 0.13093 0.10852 0.19654
Ii 0.05995 0.84400 0.18817 0.09380 0.25451
12 0.14129 0.98957 0.23711 0.15867 0.21739
Specimen #7
Natural frequencies (Hz)
75.771 1':;9.524 231.997 467.183 1104.67 IZ38.18
76.033 174.625 230.390 468.563 1105.67 1233.93
75.808 174.897 230.850 468.360 1105.6ts 1233.24
75.946 174.741 230.600 468.794 1105.62 1232.70
75.774 174.813 230.453 469.431 1106.15 1232.84
75.623 174.143 229.366 469.100 1105.66 1232.95
75.616 173.925 227.201 468.344 1l05.36 1231.81
75.295 174.035 226.098 469.201 1105.65 1231.99
75.187 173.976 222.097 468.753 1105.30 1229.71
72.901 173.374 201.996 467.274 1101.46 1218.18
damping ratios (%)
0.07031 2.406 0.96925 0.74420 0.19551 0.36005
0.06895 2.480 0.88346 0.87551 0.22766 0.30438
0,07373 2.496 0.90224 0.87093 0.21562 0.28445
164
Fatigue lSI 2nd 3,d 51h 61h 71h
slage
3 0.20416 2.298 0.91270 0.89328 0.21005 0.2667&
4 0.10082 2.405 0.90523 0.91164 0.19170 0.27352
5 0.09560 2.400 0.89235 0.88417 0.19563 0.2%30
6 0.07462 2.362 LODe· 0.85891 0.21255 O.!lJ455
7 0.18203 2.359 1.128 0.88619 0.21370 O.HJI7
8 0.04082 2.391 1.101 0.8R398 0.21840 tUDlJ6
9 0.17404 2.506 0.98488 0.82291 0.16803 0.31161
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